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ABSTRACT
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF A SMALL VOLUME OFFSHORE
AQUACULTURE CAGE SYTEM UTILIZING NUMERICAL MODELING
AND SCALED PHYSICAL TESTING
by

Ashley M. Risso
University of New Hampshire, December, 2007

The global demand for fish products has surpassed the supply available from wild
harvest. As this demand continues to increase, the need for ample aquaculture facilities is
causing many protective coastal areas, common for fish growing sites, to become highly
overloaded creating both environmental and space concerns. Progressive solutions are
enabling the development of new sites in the offshore environment. This study evaluated
the structural performance of the American Soybean Association International Marketing
and U.S. Soybean Export Council’s open ocean aquaculture fish cage and mooring design
proposed for use in developing countries.
The analysis included numerical modeling and physical testing. Dynamic
simulations investigated performance of the system when subjected to multiple regular
and random waves as well as currents. Physical testing was conducted on a scale model
in a wave/tow tank. Motion and load responses were analyzed and compared to predict
the cage response for deployment at a variety of potential sites. These results were
further used to investigate the reliability of the cage frame through a numerical structural
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analysis. The analysis showed that the cage will not fail under any of the considered
loadings.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1. Background
Offshore fish production is a large and continuously growing industry everywhere
in the world, and, in particular, in China. The coastal system where fish are commonly
grown has become highly over loaded causing the near shore environment to no longer be
conducive for fish farming. In an effort to expand the aquaculture industry in China and
other countries, farmers are moving their operations to more exposed sites farther
offshore. This creates a demand for innovative ideas to improve traditional cage designs
that can withstand the severe high energy of open ocean conditions.
The American Soybean Association International Marketing (ASAIM) along with
the U.S. Soybean Export Council (USSEC) recently initiated a study to increase
opportunities for utilizing soy-based feeds for the aquaculture industry. A portion of this
research focused on the development of small volume ocean cage aquaculture technology
(OCAT) for China and other developing countries that could be paired with newly
developed soy enhanced fish feed. This technology will essentially create a new market
for American soybean farmers with the exportation of soy product for the aquaculture
system.
The University of New Hampshire’s Ocean Engineering Department is
completing a design study of ASAIM’s OCAT fish cage in an effort to determine the
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system’s operational limits as well as to make recommendations for improvements in
present and future designs. This study involves a comprehensive engineering analysis
utilizing numerical models (for structural and dynamic investigations) as well as scaled
physical modeling with tank testing.
1.2. Objectives
The objectives of this thesis are as follows:
•

Investigate the motion response of the ASAIM fish cage when subjected to a
variety of dynamic loadings including regular waves, random seas and increasing
currents.

•

Study the associated bridle line tensions and mooring loads when the cage is
subjected to aforementioned dynamic loadings.

•

Develop a numerical model of the cage and mooring system using the University
of New Hampshire’s finite element analysis (FEA) program Aqua-FE for
numerical analysis of the proposed system.

•

Conduct wave and tow tank tests with a physical scaled model of the ASAIM fish
cage system under appropriately scaled dynamic loadings.

•

Compare numerical and physical test results to determine linearized responses for
the system in potential deployment sites.
1.3. Methodology

1.3.1 Numerical - Dynamical Analysis
Numerical modeling is utilized to predict the system’s behavior in a marine
environment. This approach commences with the development of the model in a finite
element program, Aqua-FE. This program allows for the construction of a three
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dimensional model in a fluid environment. It has the capability to handle large
displacements which cages such as the ASAIM system would experience. The
simulations provide stresses and displacements for selected components of the model
(Tsukrov et al., 2003). Through the use of the Aqua-FE program, dynamic responses and
corresponding forces acting on the ASAIM cage and mooring system are investigated in
a variety of wave and current regimes.
1.3.2 Numerical - Structural Analysis
Numerical model testing is further conducted through the development of a three
dimensional model of the ASAIM cage frame in order to predict structural integrity of the
cage. This model is developed in the FEA program, MSC.Marc®. Finite element
analyses are performed for mechanical loading to analyze stress concentrations, possible
failure of components and potential areas of failure. Choosing appropriate boundary
conditions as well as loading forces on this model is a complex matter as the FEA
package MSC.Marc® has no submersion capabilities built into the program. For this
reason, boundary conditions for the cage frame must be carefully chosen so as to
appropriately represent the hydrodynamic forcing on a submerged object while not
affecting the structural boundary conditions. Load cases for the structural ASAIM cage
frame are taken directly from the output load forces of the Aqua-FE program for multiple
wave and current simulations. In this way the structural analysis of the ASAIM cage
frame is based on the dynamic fluid-structure interaction analysis.
1.3.3 Physical Scaled Modeling
Physical model testing is performed to complement the results of the numerical
model. Scale model testing is also useful for observation and visualization of component
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motion (such as coupling or relative movement between the cage and mooring) in
different wave and current regimes that may not be as easily noticed in the numerical
model.
Tank testing is performed by subjecting the cage and mooring system to a series
of regular and irregular waves, as well as current regimes, so as the mooring line loads
and dynamic response of the model can be measured. These regimes are applied with the
same scale factor as the physical model of the cage according to the Froude scaling
methodology. The cage’s dynamic response is recorded using the University of New
Hampshire’s Optical Positioning Instrumentation and Evaluation program (OPIE).
Dynamic forcings are obtained from a submersible load cell placed in the mooring line.
These responses and forcings are then processed to form response amplitude operator
(RAO) values to compare to those found in the Dynamic Numerical Modeling of AquaFE analyses.

4
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CHAPTER II

ASAIM & USSEC SUBMERSIBLE FISH CAGE DESIGN

II. 1. Marine Aquaculture System
The ocean aquaculture cage technology (OCAT) design for the American
Soybean Association International Marketing (ASAIM) and the U.S. Soybean Export
Council (USSEC) is a small volume, high stocking density cage system secured within a
single point mooring. Standing 4.5 meters high, with a lower square base panel of 7 x 7
meters, the truncated pyramid design incorporates a volume of roughly 100 cubic meters.
This size and shape permit the cage to be appropriate for high density fish farming,
allowing for up to 60 kg/m3 stocking density.
The cage frame is constructed of high density polyethylene (HDPE) pipe sections
and galvanized steel comer weldments; it is connected by inserting the individual pipe
sections about the comer fittings, and then securing these with bolts, thus creating a rigid
framework. Once constructed, a pendant chain is suspended centrally from the bottom of
the cage by means of an equidistant rope bridle (see Figure 2.1). This ballast allows for
additional stability to the cage frame. The plugged pipe sections of the cage frame design
allow for varying buoyancies. Each HDPE pipe section can be fully or partially flooded
with water to increase or decrease the system’s floatation. At the top of the cage, flat
HDPE plates extend just above and below the water’s surface. These plates are used to
contain floating feed as it is distributed to the fish growing inside the cage.

5
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HDPE Plates

HDPE P ipe(s)..

Ballast Bridle
Ballast chain
Figure 2.1: The ASAIM truncated pyramid cage frame constructed with HDPE pipes, and secured
with metal fittings. A ballast hangs below the system providing additional stability to the system.

The net compartment is comprised of multiple net side panels sewn together at the
edges and connected to the cage framework at the eight comer weldments. The netting
used is knotted, 0.03m stretch mesh, having a twine diameter of 2.5mm. The net’s
projected solidity, or ratio of the projected area of the net over the outline area, is roughly
14.8%. With this netting and cage frame approach, the cage system’s rigid framework
allows for minimal deformation in net panel sidings, and a fixed volume for fish activity.
The material properties and associated dimensions for all major components of
the ASAIM cage system’s design are detailed in the following Table 2.1.

6
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Table 2.1: Cage design components and their dimensions.

Cage Design Components
Member
Cage Frame:
Upper Rim
Lower Rim
Diagonal Rim
Upper Weldments
Lower Weldments
Cage Top:
Splashboards
Vertical Tubes
Horizontal Tubes

Quantity

Length

Diameter

Material

4
4
4
4
4

2m
7m
5.72 m

0.28 m
0.28 m
0.20 m
0.23/0.15 m
0.23/0.15 m

HDPE
HDPE
HDPE
Galv. Steel, Sch. 40 Steel Pipe
Galv. Steel, Sch. 40 Steel Pipe

4
12
4

2m
0.6 m
2m

0.3 m
0.15 m
0.15 m

HDPE
HDPE
HDPE

Anchoring the cage involves a single point mooring methodology. A 5000kg
concrete deadweight anchor serves as a ballast to secure the system to the seafloor.
Attached directly to the ballast is a lower mooring chain, 27.4m long and 2mm in
diameter. This chain rests almost entirely on the seafloor in normal ocean conditions,
adding counterweight to the system, while also acting as a damper to the system which
adds efficiency to the anchor. A second mooring chain (upper mooring chain) is attached
to this lower chain. The upper chain is 12.2m and has a 19mm diameter. This chain is
suspended through the water column, attaching to a connector plate. Also attached to this
plate is the buoy chain; 3m in length with a 13mm diameter. A 180kg floatation system
is secured by the buoy chain, and suspends the mooring chains. Finally, two sets of
bridle lines, attaching to two comers at the top and bottom of the cage frame, are
comprised of polyester line with diameters of 18 and 24mm (see Figure 2.2 and Table
2.2). The connector plate contains a pad-eye for attachment of the mooring chain, buoy
chain and bridle lines. Auxiliary buoys and lines are added as needed to the system as the
cage’s buoyancy decreases due to biofouling of the net side panels. These auxiliary lines
are attached at the four bottom comer weldments of the cage frame and rise directly to
the surface where small 18kg floats can be added or removed as necessary to achieve the
7
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desired resting elevation of the combined cage and mooring systems. This single point
mooring design permits the cage to align and re-align with changing currents. Also it is
important to note that the system was designed to incorporate flooding of the HDPE rims
to adjust the overall reserve buoyancy of the cage system. These adjustments allow the
system to self-submerge in extreme storm events such as typhoon conditions.
Table 2.2: Mooring design components and their dimensions.

Mooring Design Components
Quantity Length
Member
Mooring Gear:
1
12.2 m
Upper Mooring Chain
1
27.4 m
Lower Mooring Chain
1
3m
Buoy Chain
1m
Cage Pendant Chain
3*
Bridle Components:
2
3.57 m
Upper Bridle
2
Lower Bridle
12.66 m
1
12.4 m
Upper Bridle Extension
4
Cage Pendant Line
5m
Flotation:
1
1m
Mooring Buoy
* coiled three times in one meter lengths

Diameter

Material

0.019
0.025
0.013
0.032

m
m
m
m

Galv.
Galv.
Galv.
Galv.

0.018
0.018
0.024
0.025

m
m
m
m

Polyester
Polyester
Polyester
Polyester

1m

Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel

Buoyancy
180 kg total

Upper Bridle Line

Anchor

Mooring Chain

Lower Bridle Line

Figure 2.2: ASAIM cage and mooring system. The single point mooring is secured with a deadweight
anchor, mooring chain, surface float and two pairs of bridle lines.
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CHAPTER III

NUMERICAL MODELING - DYNAMIC INVESTIGATION

III.l. Aaua-FE Model
III. 1.1 Background
The dynamic performance of the ASA cage was numerically modeled using the
University of New Hampshire’s Aqua-FE finite element analysis program. This program
originated from the Finite Element Analysis Program (FEAP) originally developed by
Professor R.L. Taylor from the Department of Civil Engineering at the University of
California, Berkeley. Aqua-FE incorporates both wave and current loadings on truss
elements through the use of the Morison equation formulation (Morison et al., 1950) [see
Gosz et al (1996), Swift et al (1998)]. This computer model has been successfully used
with multiple UNH Ocean Engineering projects (see Ozbay, 1999 and Tsukrov et al.,
2000 ).

Aqua-FE integrates truss, buoy massless stiffener and consistent net elements to
model the diverse components of a net pen and mooring system. To accommodate for
large displacements of structural elements the model uses nonlinear Lagrangian
formulation. Modifying the Morison equation to include relative motion between the
structural element and the surrounding fluid, the hydrodynamic forces on the structural
elements are calculated through the use of linear wave theory.

9
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The Aqua-FE program requires the initial input of mechanical and geometric
properties for each element within the design model. These properties include: the
density of the specific element’s (kg/m ), the modulus of elasticity (Pa) and the crosssectional area of the element (m2). Net elements are the exception, requiring a fourth
input parameter for netting repitions. This number is geometrically calculated and allows
the program to model netting members with respect to their solidity (Tsukrov et al, 2003).
These properties are inputted in a file format allowing similar material groupings of a
specified component to be individually identified with appropriate material properties.
The Aqua-FE program is more recently described in Tsukrov et al. (2005).
III. 1.2 Development of Model
Using the design parameters of the American Soybean Association International
Marketing (ASAIM) and U.S. Soybean Export Council (USSEC) fish cage design
previously described in Chapter II, the FEA model of the cage and mooring system was
developed in MSC.Marc® for use with Aqua-FE. The model’s parameter assignments
for use within Aqua-FE for the individual design members are displayed in Table 3.1.

10
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Table 3.1: Aqua-FE input parameters for representation of ASAIM system components.

Member
Cage Components
Upper Rim
Lower Rim
Diagonal Rim
Bottom Net Panel
Diagonal Net Panel
Top Net Panel
Upper Net Sides
Upper Structural Tubes
Mooring Components
Upper Bridle Line
Lower Bridle Line
Upper Bridle Extension
Mooring Buoy
Mooring Buoy Chain
Upper Chain
Lower Chain
Cage Pendant
Cage Pendant Line
Miscellaneous
Stiffener
Net Attachments

Cross-Sectional . # Net
Area(m2)
Repitions

Density
(kg/m3)

Young's Modulus
(GPa)

674.3
1074
691.5
1150
1150
1150
1150
504.7

1.17
1.17
1.17
2.40
2.40
2.40
2.40
1.17

0.062
0.062
0.031
4.91 X 10'6
4.91 x 10'6
4.91 x 10'6
4.91 x 10'6
0.018

N/A
N/A
N/A
69
50
33
76
N/A

1250
1250
1250
318.0
7850
7850
7850
7850
1250

3.24
3.24
3.24
2.30
200
200
200
200
3.24

2 .5 5 x 1 0‘4
2.55 x 10’4
4.52 x 10’4
0.472
4.62 x 10’4
1.04 x 10’3
1.81 x 10'3
4.08 x 10'3
2.55 x 10'4

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

1025
1150

2.40
2.40

4.00 x 10'6
4.91 x 10'6

N/A
N/A

The model was built incorporating truss, net and massless stiffener elements. A
total of 412 elements and 260 nodes were used to construct the model with 19 varying
material types. The final model is shown in Figure 3.1. Single truss elements were used
to represent all the cage rims in the model, thus keeping the structural framework rigid.
Mooring lines, chains and pendants were modeled using truss elements. To keep these
components flexible so they can realistically move with applied dynamic forces, each
member was subdivided into many smaller elements to allow for flexing movements.
The buoy was also modeled through the use of a single truss element with a large crosssectional area, as its shape is similar to that of cylinder.

11
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U pp e r_ R im
L o w e r_ R im
D ia g o n a l_ R im
N e t_ B o tto m
N e t_ D ia g o n a l
N e t_ T o p
N e t_ R e c t_ S id e s
U p p e r _ B r id le
L o u je r _ B r id le
U p p e r _ B r id le _ E x t

Bu°U

1

— ------- -JSi"*------

B u o y _ C h a in

T

U p p e r_ C h a in

j

L o w e r_ C h a in
S tr u c t _ T u b e s
C age_Pend
C age_P end_L i ne
S tiffe n e r
N e t _ f lt t a c h

Figure 3.1: Finite element model of the ASAIM cage design as modeled in Aqua-FE. Each
component of the cage and mooring system is represented with its own color to allow for proper
assignment of material properties.

Net sides and panels were included to comprise the net chamber of the cage.
Accordingly, these members were modeled using net elements. The net is one of the
primary contributions to drag forces on the cage and mooring system, so it is important
that this component is modeled accurately. The net panel models were constructed with
varying repitions to account for changes in geometry. The trapezoidal side and square
bottom panels are of 14.8% solidity, while the upper rectangular side panels and top
cover use a tighter mesh of 25.2% solidity. The net was modeled using the consistent net
elem ent approach as developed in Tsukrov et al. (2003). This approach allow s the net

structure to be modeled using a reduced number of elements, while preserving the
appropriate drag, elastic, buoyancy and inertial characteristics.
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Finally, stiffeners are members that are not part of the design, but are suitably
added to keep truss elements from collapsing. The addition of such massless stiffener
elements is necessary as there are currently no beam elements incorporated into the
Aqua-FE program. Truss members have six degrees of freedom with endpoints
characterized by pin attachments, so in certain formations these elements will collapse
upon themselves without the addition of stiffeners for stability to represent beam
elements. In the Aqua-FE model, massless stiffener elements experience no drag,
buoyancy or inertial forces; therefore they affect the model in no other way but to help
maintain rigidity. Note that while Figure 3.2 shows these stiffeners in the model, later
figures of Aqua-FE results do not, for simplicity of viewing the design.

Mscy,
U pper_R im
Low er_R im
D ia g o n a l_ R im
N e t_ B o tto m
N e t_ D ia g o n a l
N et_ T op
N e t_ R e c t_ S id e s
U p p e r _ B r id le
L o w e rJ 3 r i d l e
U p p e r _ B r id le _ E x t
Buoy
B u o y _ C h a in
U p p e r_ C h a in
L o w e r_ C h a in
S tr u c t_ T u b e s
Cage_Pend
C a g e _P end _Line

Y

S tiffe n e r
N e t_ fttta c h

Figure 3.2: ASAIM finite element model of the cage and bridle line components. Each component of
the system is displayed with varying colors to represent its unique material properties.
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Boundary conditions must be applied for equations in Aqua-FE to be complete.
As this ASAIM design utilizes a single point mooring, one boundary condition is
adequate to represent the model’s constraints. Since the mooring system is secured by a
dead weight anchor, it can be assumed that this anchor will have no displacement at any
instant during all model simulations. For this reason the anchor point is modeled as a
fixed point.
All numerical tests with this model are completed with a representative water
depth o f 24 meters. This depth is also used for comparison with physical scaled
modeling. A further discussion of this resolution is found in Chapter IV Section 2.
III. 1.3 Simplified Model for Current Testing
A modified Aqua-FE model was necessary for some simulations of the system
subjected to current-only loading. Current tests completed with the full cage and
mooring system were essential to determining the cage depth response with increasing
currents, as well as investigating tensions in the lower mooring lines to prove chain and
ballast selection were appropriate. To determine drag forces on the cage a simplified
bridle system was developed.
For this simplified model, both the upper and lower mooring chains, as well as the
buoy and buoy line were neglected, leaving only the cage components and attached bridle
lines. The cage system was kept identical to that of the full cage and mooring system
design discussed previously. The bridle line configuration was not altered, keeping the
upper bridle line extension and the pair of lower bridle lines meeting at a single point
roughly 0.3m below the sea surface (the length of the buoy chain). To constrain the
system, this point was fixed and a single small element of the upper bridle extension’s
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material properties was added here for tension recording purposes. In this way, drag
forces experienced by the cage system with respect to varying currents could be
determined. This same bridle system is used in physical scaled model current testing for
comparison. Figures 3.3 and 3.4 display this configuration.

U pper Bridle Lines
Netting

Lower Bridle Lines
Cage Ballast
Figure 3.3: Modified cage configuration for reduced current drag testing.

|upper_Rim
;r_Rim

Net_Bottom

Net_Top

Upper_Bridle

^

5truct_Tubes

Stiffener
Net_Attach

Figure 3.4: Assigned material parameters to components of the modified cage system for use with
reduced current drag testing.
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To further accurately analyze the cage drag forces, it must be noted that the
presence of netting will cause some reduction in current velocity behind each net panel
section. To account for this, Aqua-FE editor was used to apply a reduced velocity to
certain sections of the cage system. From previous testing at the University of New
Hampshire it was found that a net panel in the 15% solidity range would cause a
reduction in current of roughly 15%. It was assumed the entire back trapezoidal panel, as
well as roughly half the side trapezoidal panels and bottom panel would be subjected to
this reduction in current forcings. For this reason 100% of the current velocity was
applied to the front half of the cage (front half being designated by the direction of the
current) and 85% of the current velocity to the back half. This distribution in velocity
reduction is illustrated in Figure 3.5. The red boxed area illustrates specified components
for the 15% velocity reduction, while all other components are loaded with 100% of the
incident velocity.

\V \
100% velocity appliei

85% velocity applied

Figure 3.5: Distribution of velocity reduction to the simplified numerical model for numerical
current drag testing.
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III.2. Random Sea Modeling
III.2.1 JONSWAP Theory
The JONSWAP spectrum, abbreviated from the Joint North Sea Wave Program,
was proposed by Hasselmann et al. (1973). In the late 1980’s four countries conducted a
thorough investigation for a set of wave measurements in their respective laboratories
from the North Sea, making up the Joint North Sea Wave Program. A total of thirteen
stations were controlled along roughly a 100 mile line lengthening in the West-Northwest
direction from the German Isle of Sylt. From this collaboration of experimental results a
deep water spectrum was developed (Sorensen, 1993). The JONSWAP spectrum is as
follows,

S (/) = 7r ^ T ^ ' 2il/' ' /,V “ ,

(3-D

a = e - K f - f Pf l 2 S f p ] ^

(3 .2)

(2t t ) /

where

'l C

u

f

f V

yU ,

0’33

•

(3-3)

/ i s the frequency, U is the wind speed measured at an elevation of 19.5m above the
surface and
a = 0.07 when f < f p
<7 = 0.09 when f > f p .

are the boundary parameters. Variable shaping parameters a and y are the normalization
factor and the peak enhancement factor, respectively, where
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f

Z 7 V 0-22

a = 0.076

(3-4)
kU 2 j

with fetch F. The variable y ranges from 1.0 to 7.0, though the average value of 3.3 is
commonly recommended (Sorensen, 1993).
The JONSWAP spectrum equation, S(f) (3.1), can be converted to an equivalent
expression by neglecting the wind velocity and incorporating values for the wave height
and period. This can be completed because both the equations’ dependence with respect
to frequency remains the same. This rewritten equation with wave height and period
incorporations is expressed by the following:
S ( / ) = a / / 12(3 r;‘/ - ’ exp[-1.25(rp/ ) - 4]J.“ ph(r' / -,>‘' !’ ’1,

(3.5)

where
a = ___________ 0-0624___________
** 0.230 + 0.0336y - 0.185(1.9 + y)-1 '
for
<T= ° a - f ^ f p
o- = c b - - f ^ f P,

and
cra =0.07

(3.7)

<jb = 0.07.

(3.8)

The value f p is the spectral peak’s frequency and

Tp is the inverse o f f p. And y is the same

as previously defined, controllingthe sharpness of the spectral peak, and ranging from 1
to 7 with a commonly used meanof 3.3 (Goda, 2000).
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111.2.3 Resulting JONSWAP Input Parameters
III.2.3.1

Storm. Using the proposed environmental parameters specified by

ASAIM for a potential deployment site in Weitou Bay China, a significant wave height
of 5m and a dominant period of 9.6s, the JONSWAP input parameters were determined
for the worst case scenario of large storm interaction in such a location. The shaping
parameter y for this location was unknown, so a mean value of 3.3 was utilized. Using
this quantity, a was calculated from equation (3.6) to be 0.204. Inverting the dominant
period yields a dominant frequency,^, of 0.104s'1. A plot of this wave spectrum, as
inputted into the Aqua-FE model is shown in Figure 3.6.
To generate the time series used for the random storm wave numerical
simulations a frequency domain needed to be applied to the JONSWAP equation. This
was completed by superimposing 100 waves with frequencies varying by 0.005Hz from
0.05Hz to roughly 0.545Hz. Frequencies outside of this range were omitted as they are
extremely rare occurrences and generate virtually negligible wave energy. It is important
that the numerical simulation runs long enough for the whole range of frequencies to be
present in the signal. To determine this duration a simple equation is implemented,

duration = —
A /

/

J max

- J/

rmn

(3.9)

N

where f max and f mn are the respective maximum (0.545Hz) and minimum (0.05Hz)
frequencies and the total number of waves is N (100). This calculation yields a duration
of 202 seconds. In order to see two full wave regimes the simulation was performed for a
total of 450 seconds.
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Figure 3.6: Random Storm Sea Input Spectrum, Spectral Density with respect to frequency.

III.2.3.2 Operational. Along with a random storm condition, it was decided that a
typical day for which operational and maintenance procedures to the cage were to be
carried out would also be essential for investigation. Input parameters for determining a
JONSWAP energy distribution for any typical or operational day in the area were found
via discussion with operations crew members at UNH. Manageable seas on a typical day
for which cage operations would be completed were noted to have a dominant wave
height near one meter. The dominant period was chosen from a previous study
completed at UNH that found this to be the typical wind driven wave period in the Gulf
of Maine (Fredriksson, 2001). Along with these two main input parameters, the
JONSWAP spectrum also needed a shaping parameter y value, as well as a value for a.
Once again a mean value of 3.3 was used for the shaping parameter as no further
information for alterations to the parameter were known, and the calculated value 0.204
was used for a. A plot of this wave spectrum, for use as input to the Aqua-FE model is
shown in Figure 3.7.
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The same frequency domain used for the random storm spectral density is again
used with the random seas operational condition. Therefore, the frequency ranged from
0.05Hz to 0.0545Hz, once again omitting higher and lower wave frequencies as the
energy they outputted is relatively small. The same interval of 0.005Hz was used, and
thus, according to Equation 3.9, the model needs to run for roughly 450 seconds, to
insure that two full wave regimes include every frequency.
1.2

1
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0
0

0.1

0.2

0.3
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0.5

0.6

Frequency (1/s)

Figure 3.7: Random Operational Sea Input Spectrum, Spectral Density with respect to frequency.

III.3. Response Amplitude Operator (RAO) Theory
III.3.1 Regular Waves
Regular wave tests were studied through the use of numerical and physical
models, investigating a total of seven regular wave regimes. Resultant experimental data
from these two sets of tests was processed in a way acceptable for comparisons between
both the physical and numerical models. Wave characteristics were approximated
through the use of linear, small amplitude wave theory. A Response Amplitude Operator
(RAO) is a statistical method used to predict the liable dynamic behavior of a vessel or
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object at sea. Such predictions are often based on appropriately scaled models of the
proposed system. For the physical scaled model analysis of the ASAIM cage system,
RAOs were used to investigate the cage’s heave (vertical translation), surge (horizontal
translation in the fore and aft directions), pitch (rotation about a normal axis) and load
response (to wave forcings).
RAOs, which are in effect transfer functions, are defined as the ratio of the cage
response to the wave forcing or,
(3.10)

RAO = — ,
a f

where ar is the amplitude of the response and aj is theamplitude of the forcing. The
investigated RAOs used to determine the cage response included:
M 0 Hm, =

RAOSurge =

a‘- ,
a wave elevation

(3.11)

,

(3.12)

a wave

excursion

M O rm =

,

(3.13)

^ w a v e __slope

M O Load =

a,°ad
^ wave

(3.14)

,

elevation

where a, as before, is the amplitude of the specified parameter. In order to utilize these
equations, the amplitudes o f elevation, w ave excursion and w ave slope m ust be defined.

From the small amplitude wave theory, the surface elevation is denoted by rj as
t] = — cos(fcc-fcr),

(3.15)
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where H is the wave height, k is the wave number, x is the horizontal position, a is the
radian frequency and t is time. From this equation, the wave elevation amplitude at the
surface, t] amp, as defined by the linear wave theory, is established as

n„p = y .

(3.16)

The wave excursion amplitude is found from a series of equations following the
small amplitude wave theory. Firstly, the velocity potential (j) is denoted as
-H_a_ c o s h [ t( ^ z ) ]
2

k

sinh(kh)

where h is the water depth and z is the vertical distance from the mean sea level to the
current elevation of the wave (where upwards is the positive direction). Deriving this
equation with respect to the horizontal direction, x, results in an equation for the
horizontal water particle velocity u,
u = t f ^ cosh[fr(ft + Z) ] cos(fa_ (CT)|
2 <7 cosh (kh)

(318)

where g is the gravitational constant. The horizontal water trajectory, or wave
excursion, C, , can now be obtained by integrating the velocity equation (3.18). Thus
leaving
cosh[<:(7i + z)]
2
sinh (kh)
For the surge RAO computation only the amplitude of the wave excursion equation is
needed, henceforth the oscillatory term of the equation (3.19) is neglected, resulting in
the wave excursion amplitude,

'

-ffc o s h (tt)
2 sinh(**)
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Used in determining the pitch RAO is the wave slope amplitude. The wave slope
is found from the derivative of the surface elevation (3.15), with respect to the horizontal
position x. This derivative results in an equation for the wave slope,
Hk
cp = -^-sin(fcc- ter).

(3.21)

Similarly to the wave excursion amplitude, only the amplitude portion of the wave slope
equation is necessary for the RAO calculation. This leaves the wave slope amplitude
defined as,
=

(3.22)

The amplitudes of heave, surge pitch and load are found directly from the
experimental data. Detrending the data sets and averaging the respective values allows
for individual mean amplitudes to be resolved for each of the experiments.
III.3.2 Random Waves
Random wave experiments were also conducted with both the numerical and
physical models. Using a superposition of sinusoids it is possible to model the surface
elevation for a random or irregular wave:
N

>7(0 = £<VCOS(<V+ £•„),

(3-23)

n=l

where each sinusoid will have its own characteristic wave amplitude (a), radian
frequency (a) and phase (e). In this form, N is the number of sinusoids and each an are
regularly spaced radian frequencies.
Similarly, the distribution of wave energy over such a superposition can be
modeled as a function of frequency, commonly as the energy spectral density (auto
spectral density). Modeling a distribution in this form allows for simple visualization of
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wave frequencies with the largest amounts of energy, as well as those with the least. The
energy spectral density also allows for quick computation of various statistical
parameters that can be useful in characterizing a wave, such as significant wave height.
The energy spectral density, S(j),
^ 1 (s+71

(3.24)
^A/
describes the energy distribution within a certain frequency range, Af, where T/ is the
averaging time, and ts is the start time. Substituting equation (3.23) into equation (3.24)
yields

S ( f n) - ¥ = 7Z j( an ' cos(crnt + s n))2d t ,

(3.25)

reducing to
(3.26)

=

As a result, the amplitude of each individual wave is thus
a » = V 2 ' s < / .) 'A/ -

<3'27)

Finally, substituting equation (3.26) into (3.27) yields the following:
^

V2’5 (/» )-A/

•cos(ant + e„).

(3.28)

n=1

A Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is used to acquire the energy density spectra for
use with a discrete set of data. The FFT is applied to the recorded time series, before
being multiplied by its complex conjugate and finally normalized for each frequency bin
by means of
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S ( f ) = — - X ( / ) . X '( / ) .
n

(3.29)

Here, S(f) is the energy spectral density, A t is the change in time between data points, n is
the total number of data points, X(f) the Fourier transform data and X ’(f) the complex
conjugate of X(f).
For comparisons between numerical and physical models, linear RAOs were
utilized. For random waves, auto spectral methods were used for calculating both the
forcing and response spectra in the frequency domain. The random wave forcing
characteristics can be expressed in terms of energy density (m2/Hz) using the wave
elevation auto spectrum ( S (fj), the wave slope auto spectrum ( S00 (/)), the wave
excursion auto spectrum ( S ^ (f)) and the load auto spectrum (Sioad0))■
The time series data is first used to calculate the wave elevation spectrum. The
wave excursion spectrum is then found by multiplying the wave elevation spectrum by
the horizontal water particle trajectory in the frequency domain. The resulting equation
yields the wave excursion spectrum,

s «(f) =

^coshfA^/z + z)]^
sinh(A/z)

(3.30)

Simplifying this equation reduces to

SAf) =—
tanh (kh)

(3-31)

Similarly, the wave slope spectrum is governed by
r

nn K

sinh[A:(/z + z)]A
sinh (kh)

(3.32)

which can be reduced to
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Soe(f) = Snn-k2.

(3.33)

Respective time series data sets then used express motion and load responses in
the frequency domain, before being normalized per frequency bin through the use of
equation (3.29). From these results, along with those of the wave forcing parameters, the
RAO for random wave testing was found by incorporating equation (3.27) into (3.10),
which resulted in

(3.34)

This equation can be further simplified to

(3.35)

where Sr(f) is the individual response spectrum and S/f) is the appropriate forcing
spectrum. This system is linear due to the assumption that the response at a particular
frequency is due exclusively to the forcing at that particular frequency. Practicing this
methodology the RAOs of the random system were defined by the following:
(

r

sheaM )

V/2
(3.36),

where Sheave(f) is the heave response spectrum and RAOheave is the heave response
amplitude operator,
S Surge ( f )

(3.37),

surge

where Ssurge(f) is the surge response spectrum and RAOsurge is the surge response
amplitude operator,
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1/2

Spitch{ f )

RAOpitch

(3.38),

. S„(f)

where SpUch(f) is the pitch response spectrum and RAOpitch is the pitch response amplitude
operator, and
/

sl0M )
\RAOload\ —

V/2
(3.39),

v*V /)y

where Sioad(j) is the load response spectrum and RAOioad is the load response amplitude
operator.
TTI.4. Numerical Modeling Load Cases
III.4.1 Regular Wave Regimes
A series of regular wave tests were performed to analyze the cage and mooring
systems’ responses. A total of five wave regimes (Table 3.2) were tested as appropriately
scaled from wave regimes used in the physical scaled model testing. For reasons similar
to the current selections, the wave regimes were selected as per their appropriateness with
the tank’s wave generation system. Individual parameters for each of the five selected
regimes were scaled up with a 1:10 scale factor as discussed in Chapter IV Section 1.
Table 3.2: Regular wave governing parameters.

\ \ u\ e Set
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Period (s)
2.372
3.162
4.743
6.325
7.906
9.487
10.277

Height (in)
0.8
1.40
1.63
1.30
2.0
1.20
1.10

Length (m)
6.005
10.607
24.162
30.531
34.251
34.24
33.51

Slope (L/H)
7.51
7.58
14.82
24.49
17.13
28.53
30.46
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III.4.2 Random Seas - Storm and Operational Conditions
Random Seas - Storm Conditions. In an effort to better estimate the system’s
cage and mooring responses in the event of extreme weather and typical daily conditions
if it was to be deployed in Weitou Bay, China, an appropriate numerical modeling study
was completed using a random sea spectra. Using environmental parameters specified by
AS AIM, a JONSWAP spectrum was used to develop a representative storm wave and
typical wave for the area. Supplied input parameters for the storm wave spectrum
included a significant wave height of 5 meters and a dominant period of 9.6 seconds. For
a more realistic sea, a current is applied in addition to the dominant wave and period of
the JONSWAP spectra. This current, as supplied by ASAIM, is equal to 1.5 m/s.
Governing parameters o f the two random storm seas analyses are presented in Table 3.3.
Random Seas - Operational Conditions. A second set of random sea analyses
was completed to better understand the dynamics of the cage system on an average
operational day. The first analysis, for comparison with physical modeling in a wave
tank, employs a im dominant wave height with a 5.34s dominant period as input
parameters to a JONSWAP spectrum. A second analysis includes the application of a
constant current of 0.148m/s. Unlike the dominant wave height and period for an
operational day’s random sea, the current was selected from a shallow off shore testing
site in the Taiwan Strait of the South China Sea (Beardsley et al, 2004). According to
Beardsley et al, the mean speed at this site was found to be 14.8+/-6.1cm/s, with a peak
speed of 30.4 cm/s. For this investigation an average current speed of 14.8cm/s was
chosen, as it would most likely be encountered in these seas on an operational day. Table
3.5 illustrates the finalized load cases for the operational conditions.
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Table 3.3: Random wave governing parameters.

. . .
1 Dominant
\ \ a\ c Regime „ a, e , |eislt,

Current

Storm n/c
Storm w/c

N/A
1.5 m/s

Operational n/c
Operational w/c

Dominant
W'a* c Period
Storm Cona'itions
5m
9.6 s
5m
9.6 s
Operational Conditions
1m
5.34 s
1m
5.34 s

N/A
0.148 m/s

III.4.3 Current Regimes
The cage’s response to increasing currents is essential to analyzing its single point
mooring design as well as the effectiveness of the cage and mooring system as a “self
submerging” system. To test this aspect of the system multiple current tests were
completed. A variety of water velocities, increasing to 4 knots of current, were applied to
the system (see Table 3.4) and the predicted results compared. As very few
environmental parameters for potential deployment sites of the ASAIM cage system are
known, and because this cage is designed to be deployed in a variety of sea conditions in
different geographical locations, a range of currents was chosen including most typical
water velocities for calm to storm sea activities.
Table 3.4: Input parameters for current testing.

Current Tests
0 m/s
0 knots
0.25 m/s 0.5 knots
0.50 m/s 1.0 knots
0.75 m/s 1.5 knots
1.00 m/s 2.0 knots
1.25 m/s 2.5 knots
1.50 m/s 3.0 knots
1.75 m/s 3.5 knots
2.00 m/s 4.0 knots
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III.5. Observations
• III.5.1 Regular Wave Testing
Wave Regime 1 has the shortest period, and as expected, the buoy was highly
excited jumping in the water. The cage immediately set back stretching its upper
mooring lines out as it slowly hobbled in the water with the waves passing over and
through lower portions of the structural tubes and rectangular netting panels. The cage
reached its steady state position after mooring stretching roughly 5.5 meters in surge or
the horizontal direction in just over 250 seconds. The second Wave Regime caused the
cage to tilt back much quicker than the first, stretching the upper bridle lines; however, it
reached its steady state surge in roughly the same time.
The longer periods and lengths of Wave Regimes 3 through 7 took significantly
longer for the cage to tilt back. Also the recorded tilt was much less than the cage in the
first two regimes. The longest wave regimes also created the least distance in surge to
reach steady state. Wave Regime 7 moved the cage merely 3.5 meters in surge.
Once each test reached its steady state position the mooring chain was stretched
out with no excess bunched chain. Each test showed similar tensions responses in the
bridle line pairs. A snap loading was visible for all wave regimes as the cage’s cyclical
motion response varied from that of the attached single point mooring systems buoy.
All of the wave regimes reached their steady state position within the 800 second
duration that they were completed. No test resulted in any visual resonance, and none
was noticed in graphical data depiction.
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111.5.2 Random Wave Testing
Random waves were recorded for 600 second durations. In this time two full
random wave sets were generated. The cage stayed at the surface for both the storm and
operational random wave regimes without the additional current. For both these regimes
the cage took some time to reach steady state, therefore two full sets of waves were not
included in recorded data. However, with a 600 second duration each random wave test
took upwards of three to four days to complete, so doubling the total simulation time for
all four numerical random tests would not have been realistic.
The two numerical random sea tests with respective applied currents had varying
responses. The storm random regime, with a current of 1,5m/s, submerged the cage a
few meters, as expected. This also had some damping effects on the motion of the full
cage system. However, the cage was not submerged during the operational sea test with
appropriate current. The applied current of less than 0.15m/s was not enough to drop the
cage beneath the surface. This was also an acceptable result as later current testing
proved the cage would not submerge any significant amount until a current velocity of
more than 0.75m/s was applied (see Section 5.5.3 Current Testing).
111.5.3 Current Testing
All current testing resulted in the cage system tilting back slightly, stretching the
upper bridle lines out, while at the same time lengthening the single point mooring
chains. Current Regimes 0 through 3 experienced little to no vertical displacement.
Current Regime 3 with a current velocity of 0.75m/s dropped less than one meter from its
original resting position.
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Current Regimes 4 through 7 dropped the cage by a significant amount. Current
velocities of 1.75m/s and 2.00m/s caused the cage to come the closest to the seafloor. In
both situations the cage ballast touched the seafloor. The lesser current allowed for the
pendant to partially touch the seafloor, while the 2.00m/s current pushed the cage deep
enough to cause the entire ballast to rest on the floor. The ballast effectively worked in
both cases to lessen the mass of the system to essentially keep from damaging the bottom
rims if they were to make contact with the seafloor.

III.6. Data Processing
111.6.1 Regular Wave Simulations
Bridle and anchor line tensions, as well as cage motion responses were
documented for regular wave testing. These values are later used for comparisons to
scaled physical model testing.
Bridle line and anchor chain tensions were recorded in numerous places. One
element on each bridle line, with the closest placement to the cage frame, was
individually recorded (see Figure 3.8). Anchor line tensions were found by recorded
stresses in elements located in the lower mooring chain closest to the anchor as well as
elements at the intersection of the lower and upper mooring chains. These four positions
are labeled in Figure 3.9; these notations are later used in data result sections.
Displacement data sets were prepared from recording x- y- and z- axial displacements at
multiple points along the cage frame from their original position. Each simulation output
a single matrix with vectors of each of these recorded stress and displacements with their
respective time.
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Recorded Upper Bridle
Line Elements

Recorded Lower Bridle
Line Elements

Figure 3.8: Location of recorded upper and lower bridle line elements for tension investigations.

Position 'anchor'

Position ‘c’

Position ‘a’

Position ‘b’

Figure 3.9: Location of recorded mooring chain elements for tensions investigations.

Linear RAO theory was used to process these experimental results, and used for
future comparisons with physical scaled model testing. Contiguous MATLAB®
functions were then used to find the average amplitude of each data set by selecting the
steady state portion of the data and detrending this section, to center the data points about
the x axis. A plot of each data set was then used to check that functions were working
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properly and that the data set was appropriate for future analysis. Figure 3.10 illustrates
this data for Wave Regime 1. The first of the series of plots displays the heave response
of the cage in meters, followed by the surge response in meters, the pitch of the cage in
radians and finally the surface elevation in meters of the wave for which the cage was
subjected to.

-0.04

P i tc h

0.005

-0.005

Figure 3.10: Steady state portion of the motion heave, surge and pitch response of the cage system
when subjected to Wave Regime 1 are displayed in the top three plots. The surface elevation is
displayed in the bottom plot.

The average amplitude of each data set was then found from the newly detrended
steady state data set. RAOs were determined as described in section 3.1, Response
Amplitude Operator (RAO) Theory, in equations 3.11 through 3.14. That is: the wave
height w as found from the amplitude o f the surface elevation, w ave slope from the

excursion amplitude results, and heave, surge and pitch amplitude results from their
respective displacement or degrees change data sets. The resultant RAO values for Wave
Regime 1 are displayed in Table 3.5.
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Table 3.5: Response Amplitude Operators for the numerical model’s cage motion response when
subjected to Wave Regime 1.

KAO Maine
Heave RAO
Surge RAO
Pitch RAO

/ Value
0.0453
0.0441
0.0124

After calculation of all the motion response RAO values, a plot was produced that
displays the relations between the amplitude response and amplitude forcing necessary
for calculating the particular RAO. This plot as produced from numerical wave testing in
Wave Regime 1 is displayed below in Figure 3.11. The first plot shows the wave surface
elevation in blue, and the cage’s heave response in pink. An RAO of 0.0453 was found
for this data, illustrating that the heave amplitude is much smaller than that of the surface
elevation, as the graph depicts. Similarly, this plot can be used to check that the RAO
values for both surge and pitch seem sensible.
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Figure 3.11: Comparison of appropriate motion responses and wave characteristics to determine the
three motion response RAOs for numerical model testing with Wave Regime 1.
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Load RAOs were calculated in a similar fashion as to the motion response RAOs.
The mean amplitude of load in the specified element was found through the same
methodology of steady state selection and detrending. This load amplitude value was
then divided by the surface elevation amplitude. The load RAO values for Wave Regime
1 are displayed in Table 3.6. Load RAOs were found for each of the four elements
recorded in the lower mooring chain. An ‘anchor’ load was recorded in the element
closest to the anchor. Elements ‘a,’ ‘b,’ and ‘c’ were chosen at the points where the
upper and lower mooring lines connect, where element ‘a’ is closest to the upper mooring
chain and ‘c’ is closest to the anchor point. As before, plots of these values can be
graphed to verify calculations are correct.
Table 3.6: Load Response Amplitude Operators for the numerical model’s cage motion response
when subjected to Wave Regime 1.

LiOd(.l ^ 3 0 Position / \ dltic
‘a’
147.27 N/m
‘b’
147.66 N/m
‘c’
146.87 N/m
Anchor
145.37 N/m

These load RAOs are used for future comparisons with scaled physical model
testing. However, due to the cyclic loading on the cage system with the single point
mooring design, a single number is not adequate for expressing the load response of the
mooring system. For this reason maximum and minimum load values were found for the
wave regime in an effort to bracket the load response of the mooring line. It can be
assumed that any realistic loadings under similar load cases will fall between these two
limiting cases. Table 3.7 displays the range of expected loadings for the four locations
along the lower mooring chain. It can be seen from this table that no part of the lower
mooring chain will experience a tension of more than 850 N, when subjected to loadings
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caused by the conditions of Wave Regime 1. Similarly, it can be expected that this chain
will be subjected to tensions of no less than 500 N in this wave regime.
Table 3.7: Maximum and minimum lower mooring chain tensions, used to bracket load expectations.

Load Position

‘a’
‘b’
‘c’
Anchor
Upper
Lower

Maximum Tension Minimum Tension
Lower M ooring Chain
837.70 N
612.52 N
800.51 N
563.80 N
790.18 N
549.92 N
807.19 N
503.62 N
Bridle Lines
-N/A521.38 N
354.86 N
-N/A-

A final load investigation was completed for the upper and lower bridle lines. In
the same fashion as previous element investigations, the steady state portion of the data
was used to find the maximum loads applied to each of the two sets of bridle lines. The
closest element to the cage rim in each of the two upper and two lower bridle lines was
chosen, and the outputted tension values were averaged over each time step to form one
value for the upper pair of bridle lines and subsequently, one mean data set for the lower
bridle line pair. This data was then evaluated to find the maximum load acting on each
bridle line at any instant. The minimum load was not found as a significant snap loading
was observed due to the cage’s cyclical motion response to each of the wave regimes.
For this reason, there were instants when there was no loading on either of the bridle sets,
just before the lines experienced the next snap load. The maximum tensions in the bridle
line sets for W ave R egim e 1 are displayed at the bottom o f Table 3.7. It can be noted that

the bridle lines must be able to sustain loadings of up to 600N in order for the cage to be
deployed in a site that it may experience such dynamic loadings as those of Wave
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Regime 1. It can also be noted that the upper bridle line experienced slightly higher
loadings than the lower pair for this particular regime.
The motion response RAOs, load RAOs and maximum tension test results for the
remaining wave regimes were processed with the same methodology. RAO results can
be displayed in the form of numerical tables as well as charts for comparison to scaled
physical model testing; these can be found in the Results Section 7.1.
TTI.6.2 Random Wave Simulations
For random wave testing, the same element stresses and nodal displacements were
recorded from Aqua-FE as those discussed with regular wave testing (see Figures 3.8 and
3.9). A MATLAB® program was again used to read in the matrix of recorded data sets
from the specified irregular wave regime, and the steady state section selected.
A plot of each data set was used to check that functions were working properly
and that the data set was appropriate for future analysis. Figure 3.12 illustrates this data
for the Random Storm Regime, without current. The first of the series of plots displays
the surface elevation in meters of the wave for which the cage was subjected to, followed
by the heave response of the cage in meters, the surge response in meters and finally the
pitch of the cage in radians.
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Figure 3.12: Plots of surface elevation, heave, surge and pitch for the Random Storm Regime with no
applied current over the steady state duration.

Conversely to the process used in regular waves, these data sets were analyzed to
determine a linear RAO data trend that would accurately characterize the data, as a mean
value for any given data set is unattainable due to the great variance of a random sea.
The next section of the MATLAB® program analyzed the steady state section of
each data set with the use of a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) function. Applying the FFT
to the data set output a power spectral density, which is a measurement of the energy at
various frequencies found through the use of a specified sampling rate. For each
irregular wave regime, a sampling rate of 10 Hz was employed. These values were then
appropriately applied in Equations 3.11 through 3.14, as described in Section 3.1 Random
Amplitude Operator (RAO) Theory, to determine RAO values for the specified irregular
wave regime. The resulting functions for each data set are illustrated below in Figure
3.13. The transfer functions or RAOs of the cage with respect to the random storm wave
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loadings are displayed in Figure 3.14. Results from the Regular Wave Regime tests or
monochromatic waves are also plotted for comparison.
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Figure 3.13: Motion response of the numerical cage model with respect to frequency as subjected to
the random storm event with no added current.
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Figure 3.14: Linear RAO trends to characterize motion response of the numerical model with respect
to frequency for the random storm event with no added current. Monochromatic wave regimes are
also presented at their respective frequency interval.
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Load RAO trends were found in a similar manner to motion response
characterization methods. The resultant load response is depicted in Figure 3.15. These
trends were found for a total of four locations along the mooring line. Along with these
RAO load response trends, a maximum and minimum loading was found for each of the
lower mooring chain locations as well as maximum tension values in the two bridle line
sets. See Section 7.2 for these results.
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Figure 3.15: Load RAO characterization for the lower mooring chain at the anchor position when
subjected to the random storm wave regime with no applied current.

III.6.3 Simulations of Cage with Current Loading
Drag forces, anchor line tensions and cage depth response were investigated with
numerical simulations of loading by current. As aforementioned, two models were used
to acquire such data. A model of the full cage and mooring system, as displayed in
Figure 3.1, was used for examining anchor line tensions, as well as mean cage depth
response. A simplified model neglects most of the mooring system, leaving only the cage
bridle lines secured with a single fixed point (see Figure 3.4). This design was used with
Aqua-FE Editor to apply a 15% reduction in velocity to the back half of the cage system.
From the m odel o f the full m ooring and cage system s, numerous tensions and

nodal displacements were recorded. Stresses in the elements nearest the anchor ballast,
located in the lowering mooring chain were recorded for the full duration of each current
simulation. Multiplying this outputted stress by the cross-sectional area of the lower
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mooring chain yielded appropriate tensions. These tensions were plotted as a function of
time for the entire duration of each simulation, and the average tension values found once
the cage had reached a steady state. Figure 3.16 shows the gradual increase in tension in
the lower mooring chain at the anchor for the cage system as subjected to 1.50 m/s or
Current Regime 6. It can be noted that the cage reached a steady state at roughly 400
seconds.
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Figure 3.16: Tension in lower mooring chain with respect to time as subjected to a 1.50m/s current
velocity.

Knowing the steady state section to be from roughly 400 seconds to 800 seconds,
this data section was then used to find average tension values for the lower mooring
chain, nearest the anchor, as well as for the two sets of bridle lines, nearest the cage frame
attachments. Table 3.8 displays the resulting mean tension values for each of the
specified recorded elements when subjected to Current Regime 6.
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Table 3.8: Average tension values for the lower mooring chain and both bridle line sets when
subjected to a current of 1.50 m/s.

Current

Current

6

1.50

Average Tension (It \ )
Mooring ( ham Lower Bridle Line ( 'pper Bridle Lines
13.80
3.70
33.98

Also recorded from the full model was the displacement of two comer nodes of
the cage. Displacements from the original cage position in the x-, y- and z-directions
were all recorded simultaneously for the length of the specified simulation. These two
displacement vectors were averaged for each direction and a plot of the mean
displacement over time was prepared. From the vertical displacement component, or the
displacements in the y-direction, the mean steady state depth of the cage was established.
Figure 3.17 displays the depth response of the cage system for Current Regime 6. It can
be noted that the steady state section of this data is between 500 and 800 seconds.

V e r tic a l D is p la c e m e n t - C u r r e n t 1 5 0 m /s

300

400
T im e D u ra tio n ( s e c o n d s )

Figure 3.17: Vertical displacement of lower cage rim with respect to time for Current Regime 6.
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Using this steady state date section, the mean depth response of the cage was
investigated. Table 3.9 displays the results of this study.
Table 3.9: Average depth response of cage when subjected to a 1.50m/s current velocity.

Current
Regime

Current
Velocity (m/s)

Height of Cage Bottom Rim
Above Seafloor (m)

6

1.50

3.38

Depth Cage Drops
Below Surface (m) *
16.12

When investigating the simplified model, tensions distributed to the bridle lines
were the main area of consideration in an effort to determine the drag force of the cage
system in each current regime. To determine this force, a single relatively small element
was placed between the point of fixed displacement and the connection for the upper
bridle line extension and the pair of lower bridle lines. The stress in this element was
recorded per time step and with the cross-sectional area of the bridle piece, the tension
vector was found. Similarly to the full current model, the average tension was found
once the cage system reached its steady state for the specified current regime. The steady
state data section was found to begin around 40 seconds, according to Figure 3.18. With
this information, the average tension value at the point of the bridle line intersections was
found to be approximately 25kN as displayed in Table 3.10. Since this tension is
restricted to one point of the simplified model, the cage system was therefore subjected to
an equivalent drag force. In a current regime of 1.50m/s, the drag force experienced by
the cage system was approximately 25kN.
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Figure 3.18: Simplified model for velocity reduction; tension in bridle line intersection with respect to
time for 1.50m/s current velocity.

Table 3.10: Average tension at the bridle line connection for the simplified FEA model when
subjected to Current Regime 6,1.50 m/s current velocity.

Current 1
*

6

Current
J

\

1.50

/

\\e r a g e Tension in Bridle
l^tne ( onntUion (lv^)
25.30

TTI.7. Results
III.7.1 Regular Wave Simulations
The resulting RAOs for heave surge and pitch are provided in Table 3.11. These
RAOs represent the dynamics of the cage system’s motion response as subjected to the
seven outlined wave regimes. In general, the system showed an overdamped response at
each wave frequency. With heave RAOs all less than 0.25, the cage remained relatively
stationary to the oncoming wave, letting the orbital wave motion pass through the cage
frame while creating little additional motion. Wave Regimes 4 through 7 created the
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largest disturbance to the cage system, while Regimes 1 and 2 barely affected the motion
of the system. Also, no resonance was found for any of the wave loadings.
Table 3.11: Cage motion response RAO results from numerical model testing.

Wave
Regime

Wave
Frequency
(Hz)

Surface
Elevation
(m)

Heave RAO
(m/m)

Surge RAO
(m/m)

Pitch RAO
(rads/(m/m))

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

0.422
0.316
0.211
0.158
0.126
0.105
0.097

0.80
1.40
1.63
1.30
2.00
1.20
1.10

0.0453
0.0915
0.1676
0.2236
0.232
0.2311
0.2482

0.0441
0.0932
0.1417
0.2066
0.1914
0.1911
0.2074

0.0124
0.0447
0.1862
0.1999
0.3664
0.1594
0.2475

Load RAOs at three places along the lower mooring chain were recorded, and are
displayed in Table 3.12 as Newtons per meter. Load RAOs at most points along the
chain were relatively similar in magnitude.
Table 3.12: Load response RAO results from numerical model testing.

Wave
Regime

Wave
Frequency
(Hz)

Surface
Elevation
(m)

Load RAO (N/m)
'a'

w m m m i

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

0.422
0.316
0.211
0.158
0.126
0.105
0.097

0.80
1.40
1.63
1.30
2.00
1.20
1.10

147.27
219.29
264.29
110.48
352.30
42.14
31.84

147.66
210.71
237.76
100.63
335.37
34.99
27.73

Anchor
146.87
207.46
231.30
101.90
293.74
35.15
27.15

145.37
191.71
192.95
107.40
218.45
53.67
31.56

In additional to load RAOs in the lower mooring chain, limiting load cases were
found for principal components in the mooring and bridle lines. Finding a maximum and
minimum expected load at these locations allows for bracketing of the predicted future
load response when the cage system is to be deployed in varying locations. These
maximum and minimum values at the anchor position in the lower mooring chain, as well
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as two locations in the upper and lower bridle lines are displayed in Table 3.13. Due to
large snap loads in the bridle lines, an average minimum load is not available, as the
lowest predictable tension in a snap load is effectively zero.
Table 3.13: Maximum and minimum tensions in lower mooring chain at multiple positions, and
maximum bridle line tensions per regular wave regime.

Y\a>c
Regime
1

2
3
4
5
6
7

Limiting
Tension (N)

Maximum
Minimum
Maximum
Minimum
Maximum
Minimum
Maximum
Minimum
Maximum
Minimum
Maximum
Minimum
Maximum
Minimum

Lovi or Mooring; Chain 1’osition

'a'
837.70
612.52
1477.2
1060.9
1072.1
390.09
542.07
288.97
1131.1
320.12
386.34
251.74
283.69
182.37

'!>'
800.51
563.80
1417.8
1012.7
1033.8
312.30
525.51
270.26
1098.8
295.27
373.21
243.85
276.66
184.32

790.18
549.92
1380.9
972.13
1013.8
287.82
525.36
266.72
1087.2
292.78
373.25
244.30
274.68
185.22

807.19
503.62
1405.7
880.01
1054.5
152.95
553.54
195.83
1098.2
238.31
426.80
218.53
286.59
186.43

Bridh»Line
Lower
521.38 354.86
—

865.71

—

443.83
—

641.16
—

379.68
—

687.21
—

327.20
—

318.94
—

533.49
—

197.47 292.95
—

73.16
—

—

246.70
—

From these predicted load RAOs and limiting load case brackets it was found that
Wave Regimes 2, 3 and 5 created the largest loadings on the mooring and bridle lines.
Tensions in Regime 2 reached upwards of 1500 N on the lower mooring chain, with over
800 N forcing to the upper bridle line pair. These load RAOs, in company with the
expected range of tensions to certain mooring components aid for the prediction of
properly preparing for future deployments in sites of varying loading conditions. These
results are further illustrated in Figure 3.19. The m axim um and m inim um m ooring chain

tensions over all locations were found and plotted using their average values with upper
and lower limits. This figure aids in bracketing predictable tensions at these wave
frequencies.
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Figure 3.19: Average mooring chain tensions with respective error bars for regular wave regime
frequencies.

III.7.2 Random Wave Simulations
Numerical random wave testing results are illustrated in Figures 3.20 through
3.28. Cage motion response RAO trends as well as load RAOs are depicted.
Monochromatic RAO results from the single frequency regular wave regimes are plotted
on appropriate graphs.
The random storm wave RAO motion response with monochromatic wave RAO
results is shown in Figure 3.20. Most monochromatic RAO values lie relatively near the
random RAO trend, as predictable. The largest discrepancy lies in the pitch response of
the cage at lower frequencies. This discrepancy can most likely be credited to the choice
of steady state regime. As noted in the Observations Section 5.2 the cage system took a
long time to reach a steady state when subjected to random wave loading. It is possible
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that not all of the frequencies of the random wave set were achieved when the system was
in a full steady state regime. This could potentially create inconsistencies in data.
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Figure 3.20: Motion response RAOs for Random Storm Wave Regime plotted with monochromatic
waves.

An additional application of 1.5m/s velocity current to the random storm wave
regime has a great effect on the cage system’s motion response, as notable from
comparisons between Figure 3.20 and Figure 3.21. This is because the cage submerges
to a depth of roughly 15 meters, as displayed in Figure 3.22 and Table 3.14. At this
depth, the cage is no longer subjected to the full energy or each passing wave. Also the
mooring line is stretched out with the current, giving the cage slightly more stability with
the constant tension. These reasons explain the lesser or damped m otion response o f the

cage in this regime as characterized by its motion response RAO trends.
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Figure 3.21: Motion response RAOs for Random Storm Wave Regime with current.
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Figure 3.22: Distance of lower cage rim above seafloor in steady state section when subjected to the
random storm regime with applied respective current.
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Table 3.14: Steady state cage depth when subjected to random storm regime with current.

Random Wave
Regime

Applied Current
Velocity (m/s)

Height of Cage Bottom Rim
Above Seafloor (m)

Depth Cage Drops
Below Surface (m)

Storm

1.50

3 .8 -4 .8

1 4 .6 -1 5 .8

Figure 3.23 displays the motion response of the cage system in the Operational
Wave Regime, without applied current. Monochromatic motion results are also plotted
for comparison. As expected, the operational RAO trends resulted in lesser magnitudes
than those of the storm random wave regimes.
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Figure 3.23: Motion response RAOs for Random Operational Wave Regime plotted with
monochromatic waves.

Operational Random Wave motion responses for the cage system when subjected
to an additional current are illustrated in Figure 3.24. Again, motion is slightly damped
due to the application of current; however the current is smaller than that applied in the
Random Storm Regimes, so motion characteristics are still similar.
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Figure 3.24: Motion response RAOs for Random Operational Wave Regime with current.

Random load RAO results are displayed in Figures 3.25 through 3.28. Load RAO
trends for the Random Storm Wave Regime without additional current at four locations
in the lower mooring chain are displayed in Figure 3.25. The load responses at each of
the four positions are very similar, as were the monochromatic load responses. Random
load responses seem to match monochromatic load RAOs at their respective frequencies
better than motion response results. This also is consistent with the monochromatic load
and motion response results.
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Figure 3.25: Load response RAO trends for the Random Storm Wave at four positions in the lower
mooring chain. Monochromatic load RAOs are displayed at appropriate frequencies.

The random storm wave with applied current load RAO trends are displayed in
Figure 3.26. It is immediately noticeable that the tensions are exponentially higher than
those generated from the Random Storm Wave Regime without current. This aids in the
explanation of the damped motion response for the cage with current. Also, similar to
previous storm results, load responses at each mooring chain position match closely.
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Figure 3.26: Load response RAO trends for the Random Storm Wave with appropriate applied
current at four positions in the lower mooring chain.

Load RAO trends for the Random Operational Wave Regime without additional
current at four locations in the lower mooring chain are displayed in Figure 3.27. The
load responses at each of the four positions are very similar, and relatively less than those
loads from the storm regimes.
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Figure 3.27: Load response RAO trends for the Random Operational Wave at four positions in the
lower mooring chain. Monochromatic load RAOs are displayed at appropriate frequencies.

Figure 3.28 displays numerical load results when the cage was subjected Random
Operational Waves with applied current of 0.148m/s. Responses are on a much lower
magnitude relative to those of the Random Storm Wave Regimes, as anticipated.
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Figure 3.28: Load response RAO trends for the Operational Storm Wave with appropriate applied
current at four positions in the lower mooring chain.
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For future reference, predicted load values were bracketed between two limiting
tensions for each Regular Wave Regime. In this same fashion, maximum and minimum
tension values were found at each of the four mooring line locations as well as maximum
bridle line values at any point in the specified Random Sea once the numerical model had
reached its respective steady state. Table 3.15 displays these limiting tensions. Here it
can be easily noted that the addition of current to the numerical model random
simulations, which is a realistic application, significantly increase the maximum tensions
experienced by the cage mooring system. The largest loading experienced by the system
occurred in the largest random sea event, with storm conditions and a large applied
current. Mooring tensions reached over lOOkN and snap loading of bridle lines nearing
50kN force.
Table 3.15: Maximum and minimum tensions in lower mooring chain at multiple positions, and
maximum bridle line tensions per random wave regime.

Random Wave
Regime
Storm
- No Current
Storm
- with Current

Operational
- No Current
Operational
- with Current

Limiting
Maximum
Minimum
Maximum
Minimum
Tension (N)
Maximum
Minimum
Maximum
Minimum

Lower Moorin I Chain Position
‘b ’
'u'
2.16
2.23
2.20
2.18
0.01
0.15
0.09
0.07
100.65 100.96 100.95 100.93
4.57
4.57
4.57
4.57

415.88
0
951.60
558.61

205.52 215.04
0
0
967.14 938.54
651.91 619.10

239.74
0
930.88
613.77

I

liridle Line
Lower
1.32^ 1.04
—

~

13.87

41.29

—

—

75.01

128.00

—

—

362.92

521.83

—

—

A final notable consideration from all of this data is that tensions vary relatively
small amounts along different locations of the lower mooring chain, although there is
nearly 50 meters between the lettered positions and the anchor location. In a real life
scenario this tension would be highly damped by the seafloor sedimentation creating a
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great decline in load over distance. The numerical model has no frictional effect due to
interaction with the seafloor, and consequently does not account for this linear reduction.
The numerical model therefore almost certainly over predicted the mooring chain
tensions at the location of the anchor.
TII.7.3 Simulations of Cage with Current Loading
Resultant average tensions in the mooring and bridle lines of the mooring system
when subjected to increasing current regimes are displayed in Table 3.16. The associated
depth response of the cage is represented in Table 3.17 for respective current regimes.
As expected, the tensions in each line proportionately increased with growing current
velocities.
Table 3.16: Average tensions in mooring and bridle lines for full cage model in multiple current
regimes.

Current
Regime
u
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

C urrent
Velocity (m/s)
0.00
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00
1.25
1.50
1.75
2.00

Average Tension (1iN)
Mooring Lines Lower Bridle Line Upper Bridle Lines
3.19e-3
5.24e-3
3.4K-3
1
0.888
0.366
0.111
3.61
1.65
0.370
8.67
3.65
1.12
15.41
6.50
1.63
23.80
9.86
2.47
33.98
13.80
3.70
45.83
5.34
18.26
59.31
23.17
7.37
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Table 3.17: Depth response of the cage system in 24 meter deep water with applied increasing
current regimes.

Current
Current
R egim e. Velocity (m/s)
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Height of Cage Bottom Rim
Above Seafloor (m)

Depth Cage Drops
Below Surface (m)

19.50
19.48
19.17
18.73
11.76
6.30
3.38
1.76
0.72

0.00
0.02
0.33
0.77
7.74
13.20
16.12
17.74
18.78

0.00
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00
1.25
1.50
1.75
2.00

The cage system remains in its static vertical position, resting at the surface for
lower current regimes. With a 0.75m/s current velocity, the cage drops less than one
vertical meter. It is not until a l.OOm/s current is applied that the cage responds with any
significant change in vertical displacement, reaching depths of almost 8 meters.
At 2.00m/s, the lower bridle lines reached average loadings of 23kN, while the
lower mooring chain, nearest the anchor, experienced almost 60kN of tension. These
large tensions generated nearly 19 meters in vertical displacement. Originally located 4.5
meters below the sea’s surface, the cage’s horizontal bottom rims descended to a depth of
less than one meter above the seafloor. At this depth the cage pendant chain was almost
completely resting on the seafloor. This proves that the cage ballast not only adds
stability and mass to the cage system, but provides the system relief in the event that the
cage submerges to full depths. With the pendant chain resting on the seafloor, the reserve
buoyancy of the cage slightly increases, enough to save the lower rims from potential
destruction when colliding with the seafloor.
A second or simplified FEA model of the ASAIM cage system was investigated
for effective determination of cage drag forces in increasing currents. This model
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consisted of all the cage system’s components but simplified the mooring design by
removing all mooring components after the intersection of the bridle lines. This point
was fixed at its correct depth beneath the sea surface and tensions in the bridle lines were
recorded to investigate the cage system’s total drag force. The results of these numerical
tests are displayed in Table 3.18.
Table 3.18: Average tensions at bridle line connection or equivalent drag force of the cage system for
the simplified current reduction FEA model in multiple current regimes.

Current
Regime
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Current
Velocity (m/s)
0.00
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00
1.25
1.50
1.75
2.00

Drag Korce o f Cage System /
Aserage Tension in Bridle Line Connection (kN)
0.00
0.74
2.86
6.29
11.08
17.58
25.30
34.60
45.82

As expected, the average drag force of the cage system as found from the
simplified model is bracketed by previously found tensions in the bridle and mooring line
components. These drag forces will later be used to compare to physical scaled model
testing when replicating the simplified model.
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CHAPTER IV

PHYSCIAL SCALED MODELING

IV. 1. Scale Modeling - Theory
A series of physical tests were completed utilizing a 1:10 scale model of the
American Soybean Association International Marketing (ASAIM) fish cage design and
these results were then compared to those from the numerical modeling approaches. The
physical scale model was designed with geometric similitude to the full scale cage model,
and was used for investigating dynamic loadings in a tow/wave tank environment so that
this dynamic response could be scaled to a potential expected response for the full sized
system.
To perform physical scaling of models, forcing and responses a Reynolds scaling
or Froude scaling method can be employed. The Reynolds number demonstrates the ratio
of inertial forces to viscous forces, and is used for determining dynamic similitude.
Scaling through the use of the Reynolds number is implicated when the dominating force
is friction, and the body is fully submerged in a fluid. The Reynolds number is defined as
„
p-U-d
Re = —-------- ,

,A
(4.1)

where p is the density of the fluid, U is the water velocity, d is the characteristic
dimension and p is the kinematic viscosity. Scaling methodology applies that the
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Reynolds number for both the full scale and model scale values must be equal in order to
keep dynamic similitude.
Often with model testing, this method of scaling becomes impractical because the
water velocity is inversely proportional to the characteristic diameter. This means that as
scaled models become smaller, water velocities increase proportionately, sometimes to
levels that many tow tanks are incapable of generating. Further more, forces are not
scaled in Reynolds scaling, meaning that full scale forces are equivalent to those applied
at the model scale. This causes problems as most small scale models are not comprised
of materials that can withstand such large forces. For this reason, Reynolds scaling was
not implemented in these tests.
Conversely, Froude scaling follows Froude’s law, as it is the ratio of inertial
forces to the gravitational force acting on an element of fluid in a medium. Froude
scaling tends to be used broadly for scaled modeling that involves extensive wave forces,
as inertia becomes the prevailing force on the given system (Charkrabarti, 1994). Similar
to the Reynolds number, the Froude number is also dimensionless, it is given by
(4.2)

F r= -^ = = ,
^g-d

where U is the water velocity, g is the gravitational force and d is the characteristic
dimension. One main difference between Froude and Reynolds scaling is that water
velocities and applied forces are scaled separately. Therefore, the scaled model with
Froude scaling is subjected to water velocities and forces that are appropriately scaled
down, making the values more suitable for wave tank testing. For this model, Froude
scaling was used.
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The Froude model scaling factor X is determined with respect to the length (and/or
diameter) ratio of the model to full scale dimensions as
A = Lmodel ,

(4.3)

^ fu ll s c a le

where Lmodei is the model scaled characteristic length, and Ljuiiscaie is the full scale
characteristic length. Force, as well as mass, is scaled as
(4.4)

farcemodel = forcefullscale -A3,

where forcemodei is the force on the scaled component (or mass of the scaled model) and
forcefuiiscaie is the full size force (or mass). Time is important when determining wave

periods or frequencies. Its relationship with the scale factor is
Tfu llsc a le

^2i

^

^

^m odel

where Tjuiiscaie is the full scaled time, and Tmodei is the time scaled for the smaller model.
Equations for determining the scaling of other variables (including energy, stress,
moment, impulse, acceleration, celerity, volume, density, etc.) can be found in
Charkrabarti (1994).
Though Froude scaling can be used on most components of the model cage, it
cannot be easily applied to netting. The netting on a fish cage creates a large amount of
drag, and henceforth the netting selection becomes a primary contributing force to the
cage system. For this reason, modeling the net is important to accurately predict the
response of a scaled model fish cage. The force of drag is commonly found as
(4.6)

F«,v = \ p - A - C d - U \
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where A is the cross-sectional area perpendicular to the direction of flow, and Cd is the
drag coefficient, a dimensionless number that is dependent upon the characteristics of the
submerged object and the forces it is subject to. From this equation, it is noted that as the
cross-sectional area of netting increases, the force of drag increases proportionately.
Solidity is a term that was developed to describe a section of netting (Aamses,
1990). It is defined as
area
.
solidity = -------------------------------------------------------------- (4.7)
a r e a outline

where areapr0jected is the projected area of the net determined by the diameter of the
netting twines, and areaoutiine is the outlined area of the net section. The higher the
solidity of a net, the greater the force of drag, as more area is subjected to fluid forces.
When choosing netting for a scaled model, if exact twine diameters cannot be matched,
the solidity is used to keep drag forcing consistent.

IV.2. Scaling of Components
The ASAIM fish cage design was Froude scale modeled with a scale factor of
1:10. The cage frame was previously constructed by Professor M. Robinson Swift of the
University o f New Hampshire to this scale. The mooring design was scaled slightly
differently to be appropriate for physical scaled modeling in the wave tank at the
University of New Hampshire (UNH).
The depth of UNH’s wave tank is 2.44m (8 ft). As depth parameters were not
specified with the original ASAIM design, multiple assumptions were made for
modeling. It was assumed that in the ASAIM mooring system the lower mooring chain
was to entirely rest on the seafloor in a static state, with the upper mooring chain being
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completely suspended throughout the water column as it was supported by the mooring
float. With this assumption the model sits at a static depth of 16 meters. Using this
depth, and applying the appropriate Froude scale of 1:10, would result in a static depth of
1.6 meters with the properly scaled mooring components. Because the wave tank is
almost a full meter deeper than this, in order to appropriately apply a 1:10 scale to all
model cage and mooring components a false bottom would need to be adapted for the
wave tank 0.8 meters above the actual tank bottom.
Such an extensive modification creates numerous problems. Firstly, constructing
such a piece would be extremely time-consuming and costly, so it would not be
appropriate for the allotted budget. Secondly, changing the depth of the tank severs the
validation of all previously determined equations for wave generation. Dependent upon
how deep the false bottom is created it is even possible that deep water equations may no
longer be applicable. Aside from the multiple complications that could potentially arise
when creating a false bottom, it should be noted that there is currently no precise location
for deployment of this cage. ASAIM plans to deploy this cage in multiple areas with
varying environmental conditions as well as depths. For this reason it is expected that the
mooring design will be modified for testing in different locations as well as future use
with diverse customers.
For the above reasons two different methods were used to scale mooring, chain
and bridle lines. Because this is a single point mooring design, with varying cage depth
responses for increasing current regimes, the bridle lines, buoy chain and pendant chain
should not be affected by depth. For this reason, they were scaled in the same fashion as
the cage rim, with a factor of 10. The upper and lower mooring chains, however, were
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scaled in a slightly different manner. The upper mooring chain length was found to allow
for full extension in the water column when suspended beneath the float and buoy chain,
at the 24 meter depth. Using this length, the lower mooring chain length was found by
keeping the ratio of the two mooring chains of the original design the same at this new
temporary depth of 24 meters. Table 4.1 displays the appropriately scaled mooring
components for this depth variance.
Table 4.1: Scaled mooring design components from 16m to 24m water depth.

Component

Upper Mooring Chain: Length
Lower Mooring Chain: Length
Buoy Mooring Chain: Length
Reserve Buoyancy
Float Buoyancy

\ \ a ter Depth
24 m
16 m
12.2 m
20.5 m
27.4 m
46.0 m
3m
3m
84.1 kg
84.1 kg
180.0 kg
238.8 kg

Once these new mooring dimensions were found for the 24 meter depth they were
scaled down to the model size using the 1:10 Froude scale. All physical scaled model
component dimensions for the model scale depth of 2.4m are displayed in Tables 4.2 and
4.3.
Table 4.2: Scaled design components from full to model scale.

C oinponcnt

Upper Mooring Chain
Lower Mooring Chain
Buoy Mooring Chain
Cage Pendant Chain

.Model Scale
l ull Seale
Total Weight
167.2 kg
0.167 kg
655.0 kg
0.655 kg
10.7 kg
0.011 kg
0.096 kg
96 kg

Buoyancy
Mooring Float
Netting

Splash Boards

238.8 kg
0.239 kg
Mesh Size /C o r d Diameter
0.03 m / 0.0025 m 0.03 m / 0.0025 m
Solidity: 14.8%
Length / Width / Thickness
2 /0 .3 /0 .0 1 m
0.2/0.0 3 /0 .0 0 1 m
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Table 4.3: Scaled cage design components from full to model scale.

Length
l ull Scale Model Scale
Cage Components:
Upper Rim
2m
Lower Rim
7m
Diagonal Rim
5.7 m
M ooring Components:
Upper Mooring Chain
20.5 m
Lower Mooring Chain
46.0 m
Buoy Mooring Chain
3m
Cage Pendant Chain
3 x 1m
Cage Pendant Line
4 x 5.0 m
Upper Bridle Line
2 x 3.57 m
Lower Bridle Line
2 x 12.66 m
Upper Bridle Extension
12.4 m

Diameter
Full Scale ; Model Scale

0.2 m
0.7 m
0.57 m

0.28 m
0.28 m
0.20 m

0.028 m
0.028 m
0.020 m

2.05 m
4.60 m
0.3 m
0.1 m
0.5 m
0.34 m
1.27 m
1.24 m

0.019 m
0.025 m
0.013 m
0.032 m
0.025 m
0.018 m
0.018 m
0.024 m

0.0019 m
0.0025 m
0.0013 m
0.0032 m
0.0025 m
0.0018 m
0.0018 m
0.0024 m

Scaling of the bridle dimensions was completed with the same Froude
methodology as discussed above. However, the compliance of the system due to the
bridle lines’ elasticity needed to be further explored. Due to uncertainty as to how much
the scaled model bridle lines would need to stretch with the multitude of load cases to be
applied, the properties of the full scale bridle lines were investigated. Material properties
and strength testing results of the polyester 12 plait rope used for these lines were taken
from Puget Sound Rope Corporation®, off their website www.psrone.com. Two line
dimensions were used in the bridle system; the minimum tensile strength before breaking
for each of these twines is given in Table (4.4).
Table 4.4: Minimum tensile strength of 12-plait polyester twine before breaking due to twine
diameter. All values courtesy of Puget Sound Rope Corporation®.

Twine Diameter

18 mm
24 mm

Minimum Tensile Strength

Upper and Lower
Bridle Line Sets
Upper Bridle Line Extension
and Cage Pendant Lines

70.3 kN
122.3 kN
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Preliminary results from numerical Aqua-FE processing with multiple wave
regimes were used to find the maximum tension reached in either of the upper or lower
bridle lines. A value of 3000 N (3 kN) was initially found as the most tension exerted on
these lines. Knowing the maximum tension found from numerical model testing, and the
minimum tensile strength as posted from the manufactures standardized testing,
appropriate stresses were found for each of the twine diameters by simply dividing by the
respective areas. From these values a stress percentage of the predicted maximum
breaking load was found to be roughly 4.5%. Supplied from the Puget Sound Rope
Corporation® website, a graph of elongation percentage due to stress percentage is
provided in Figure 4.1. Using the 4.5% stress values, a predicted elongation of 2% can
be expected as the maximum elongation any bridle line would experience.
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Stress vs. Elongation
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Figure 4.1: Graph of stress and corresponding elongation for polyester 12-plait rope as used for the
mooring system’s bridle lines. Picture courtesy of Puget Sound Rope Corporation®
(www.psrope.com).

Assuming a maximum elongation in any bridle line at any given time of 2%, the
change in lengths for each of the lines was calculated for the scaled physical model
(Table 4.5). The most elongation that may take place if such high loads were applied to
the scaled model system is 25mm or less than an inch. Such a small deformation in the
line would only occur when placed under the highest stress environments; therefore the
addition of compliance members to the physical scaled model’s bridle line system is not
necessary for these tank tests.
Table 4.5: Change in bridle line lengths assuming a maximum deformation of 2% elongation.

Component
Upper Bridle
Lower Bridle
Upper Bridle Extension
Cage Pendant Line

Model Length
0.36 m
1.27 m
1.24 m
0.50 m

2% Elongation
7.14 mm
25.3 mm
24.8 mm
10 mm
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IV.3. Cage Construction
After calculating the scaled values for each of the cage components, construction
of the cage and mooring design commenced. As previously noted, the cage structure,
consisting of the upper horizontal, lower horizontal and diagonal rims, was constructed
by Professor M. Robinson Swift. To begin, 3A inch polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipes of
appropriate lengths were utilized for the upper and lower horizontal square base rim
sections. The upper members were capped off at each end to hold air, enhancing
buoyancy. The lower rims were left open, allowing for flooding of the entire sections.
However, this full flooding rivaled the cage’s overall buoyancy, so 27 in of Extruded
Polystyrene foam was evenly distributed inside the lower rim sections.
Each of the horizontal sections, comprising of four equal length members, were
connected via four % inch PVC 90 degree elbows for each base. A single hole was
drilled at the center of each comer to replicate the flooding of the full scale comer
weldments’ hand holes.
Diagonal rim members, to connect the upper to the lower horizontal square base,
were constmcted from wood dowels. These were screwed into the comer PVC elbows
and glued for a smooth connection. The cage frame with attached bridle lines is shown in
Figure 4.2 with a meter stick for size comparisons.
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Figure 4.2: ASAIM scaled cage frame assembly with respect to one meter.

With the cage frame construction completed, bridle lines, mooring gear and the
remaining cage components could be added. A replicated mesh of the full sized netting
was chosen for dressing the physical model as finding an appropriately scaled net proved
to be a difficult task. This was acceptable as the projected area of the two nettings were
scaled equivalents.
The lower chain ballast and pendant bridle lines were then added to the base of
the cage; by suspending them from the lower four comers. Splashboards were added to
the upper rims to replicate the out-of-water components on the full scale design. These
were coupled using small zip ties. Finally, bridle lines were measured and attached to
two upper and lower corners of the cage on the same vertical face.
The buoy was constmcted from blue foam cut to the appropriately dimensioned
cylindrical shape. An eye-bolt was placed through the center of the buoy with added
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washers and nuts for additional weight to the low density foam. Finally, with the
appropriate volume and weight achieved, the buoy was painted to seal the foam.
Chains used for the sections of the single point mooring were chosen to best
match a scaled version of the specified full sized chain. This process was completed for
the lower mooring chain quickly, as finding a matching chain of appropriate size and
weight per dimensioned length was trivial. Finding a scaled version of the short section
of the buoy mooring chain however, was not as simple. For this reason, the weight of the
buoy chain was added into the upper mooring chain, as this weight would still be
suspended from the buoy, and the upper mooring chain was replaced with a virtually
weightless bridle line. The scaled chains were then measured to length and connected
together using a metal ring.
With all the mooring components chosen, and the cage design completed, the
system was assembled, and ready for tank testing. Once assembled, the last component
of the system to be added was the ballast. For this, bags of lead shot were attached to the
end of the lower mooring chain with access lines for maneuvering the ballast within the
tank. All of the final physical scaled components used for the cage and mooring systems
are displayed in Table 4.6.
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Table 4.6: Actual physical model dimensions after construction.

I
C'ompOHl HtS
Upper Rim
Lower Rim
Diagonal Rim
Comer Elbow

Ct n u ll
0.191 m
0.667 m
0.572 m
0.076 m
/ anath

Diameter
0.027 m
0.027 m
0.019 m
0.034 m
Weight
3 x 0.1 m
96 grams
4 x 0.5 m
- n/a 0.2m x 0.03m x 0.001m

Cage Pendant Chain
Cage Pendant Line
Splash Boards
Mooring Components
Buoy
0.1 x 0.1 m
240 grams
Buoy Mooring Chain
0.3 m
- n/a *Upper Mooring Chain
2.05 m
178 grams
Lower Mooring Chain
4.6 m
655 grams
Upper Bridle Line
2 x 0.36 m
- n/a Lower Bridle Line
2 x 1.27 m
- n/a Upper Bridle Extension
1.24 m
- n/a *Include the scaled weight of the buoy chain.

IV.4. Experimental Setup
Physical model testing was completed in the Jere A. Chase Ocean Engineering
Laboratory’s wave/tow tank facility. Standing 36.5m (120 ft) long, 3.05m (10ft) wide
and 2.44 m (8 ft) deep, the tank is capable of generating monochromatic and random
waves. A motioned carriage system allows for towing of various devices. Finally, a
viewing window is located on one side of the tank allowing for observations of the water
surface to air interface, and submerged viewing roughly two meters deep. The ASAIM
physical scaled model was placed in the center of the tank with its appropriately scaled
mooring system centrally stretched out before starting wave generation. Once begun, the
waves were allowed to reach steady state before model response was recorded.
IV.4.1 Wave Testing
For wave motion testing the experimental setup was aligned appropriately for the
use of both optical and load cell data acquisition. The cage was placed to allow for full
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presentation through the viewing window, while the single point mooring design
stretched out behind the cage in the direction of the wave generator before attaching to a
lead weight anchor at the bottom of the tank (see Figure 4.3). For load testing the load
cell was placed in the mooring line, just after the intersection of the upper and lower
mooring chain sections, on the floor of the tank. At this placement, the load cell was not
expected to create much disturbance to the motion response of the cage during testing.
The tow carriage was placed above the load cell so the submersible cable could attach to
a data module system. A long wooden beam was laid across the width of the cage, near
the viewing window. This allowed for attachment of the wave follower ball (see Section
4.5 for further description) to taut, thin fishing line kept strictly vertical by a weight at the
bottom of the tank. This was adjusted to keep the ball in the viewing area, while staying
in the same vertical plane as the cage.

Hydraulic Paddle

Tank Beach

'

Mooring Ballast

"

................................................

i

Fluid Flow Direction

Figure 4.3: Experimental set-up for physical scaled model wave testing. Cage model is positioned in
th is o r ie n ta tio n to a lig n w ith th e v ie w in g w in d o w .
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IV.4.2 Tow Testing
For current testing, the towing carriage was utilized. All components of the
mooring system were neglected in these tests, except for the cage’s bridle lines. The
intersection point of these bridle lines was chosen as the tow point. A towing staff was
custom built from ‘A” thick aluminum. The submersible load cell was attached at the
bottom of this staff, in-line with the towing direction (see Figure 4.4). The cable from the
load cell ran up the back of the staff so as not to further affect the water stream during
testing. Attached to the other end of the load cell was the bridle line intersection point so
the cage stretched out behind the load cell and staff equipment. The staff was clamped to
the tow carriage in such a manner that allowed the load cell to be at the same depth (30
cm) from the water’s surface as it is when coupled with the entire mooring system. This
experimental setup is illustrated in Figure 4.5. All tow tests were performed in the same
direction in the tow tank, and the cage was carefully held in place by a handler sitting
atop the carriage during low speed return trips to the carriage’s initial position between
tests.

Figure 4.4: Load cell attached at bridle lines intersection for tow tests.
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D irectio n o f c a r r ia g e m o tio n

C u sto m L oad C ell S ta ff

W a te r Line

L o ad C ell

Figure 4.5: Experimental setup for physical scaled model current testing.

IV.5. Measurement Systems
For all physical wave experiments, wave surface elevation, as well as cage heave,
surge and pitch were recorded using the Optical Positioning Instrumentation and
Evaluation (OPIE) measurement system. This system was developed by Michelin and
Stott (1996) to accurately record planar motion of objects in a surface/submerged tank
state. The OPIE measurement system involves a digital camera that records images at a
set user frequency and a computer with processing software. This software functions by
tracking the motion of dark pixels of user denoted black tracking dots. These dots are
carefully placed on the testing apparatus so that they will be best contrasted by a white or
light colored background. The software then follows the specified tracking dots through
every recorded frame to calculate the planar movements in both the horizontal and
vertical directions.
The OPIE digital camera was mounted on a bracket of a pipe assembly and placed
adjacent to the wave tank’s viewing window. Here the system could capture and record
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optical measurements at the waterline and submerged depths of the cage system while in
motion. For all wave testing experiments the OPIE system was set to record at 30 Hz.
As mentioned, the OPIE system was utilized to measure the surface elevation of
the present wave, as well as the heave, surge and pitch movements of the cage in
response to the inputted wave regime. To measure the surface elevation of a particular
wave of specified wave regime, a wave follower ball was employed. The wave follower
ball was a spherical float colored white with a solid horizontal black strip about its center.
A taut vertical line was run through the center of the ball allowing for vertical movement,
while simultaneously restricting horizontal movement, as the ball rested at the surface of
each progressing wave. In this fashion OPIE was set to track dark pixels in the horizontal
stripe, thus recording only vertical movements of the float resulting in the surface
elevation of each wave. Square black dots were also placed on the lower submerged
horizontal cage rim. Once calibrated to the referenced scale, tracking these dots allowed
the OPIE software to compute displacements, velocities, accelerations and separation
angles of the cage system. All tracking dots were sized to 0.5cm square.
A second method of data acquisition was necessary for recording loads in the
mooring line. A SENTRAN® IP67 rated ZB1 S Beam 501b load cell (see Figure 4.6)
was used for measuring submersed loads. This load cell was utilized in both wave and
tow testing. The load cell was equipped with an attached submersible cable that attached
to a data module located in an electronic equipment case atop the carriage. From here the
data module collected and sent output voltage information through an A/D converter
before a National Instruments® driver loaded the data to a computer onboard the carriage
(see configuration displayed in Figure 4.7). This island computer was synched to the
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main land based tank computer through a wireless connection as a remote desktop.
National Instruments® and LAB VIEW® software packages were then used to view and
record data from the load cell as the data acquisition was wirelessly synched with
multiple time cards.

Figure 4.6: SENTRAN ZB1 S beam style
load cell as attached to the staff.

Figure 4.7: Electronics box and data acquisition
experimental set up.

Calibration of the specified 501b capacity load cell was completed prior to wave
and tow (current) testing. Temporary testing apparatus was constructed consisting of a
metal beam to vertically hang the load cell. Weights were recorded and added to the load
cell through the use of a hanging basket in roughly three pound increments to the ten volt
limit (roughly 49 pounds).
All other data acquisition concerned not the cage system, but the input waves and
tow velocities (i.e. currents). LAB VIEW® programs were again used to operate the
tank’s wave generator via inputted wave heights and periods. A separate program
controlled the motion of the tank’s tow carriage by inputting start and ending positions
along with a velocity. Position and time data was recorded for computation of exact
velocities for synchronization with the load cell readings.
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IV.6. Physical Modeling Load Cases
IV.6.1 Regular Wave Tests
A set of physical model regular wave tests was performed at appropriately scaled
wave frequencies (utilizing Froude scaling) to complement the numerical modeling
simulations. A total of seven regular wave regimes were tested (as displayed in Table
4.7). Each simulation was run for a total of 30 seconds model scale (roughly 95 seconds
full scale), though not all simulations were recorded for this entire length. The last two
wave regimes, 6 and 7, were only run long enough to fully capture the first two waves, as
after this point the waves transformed to standing waves. This transition from
progressive to standing waves was due to the long lengths of these waves. The length of
the tank and present beach setup could not properly dissipate the full energy of each wave
of the two regimes.
A total of three tests were completed for each wave regime, the first “a” runs used
OPIE to track the wave follower ball. The second set of “b” runs used OPIE to track the
motion of the cage. The final set, “c” runs, recorded the movement of the cage with the
load cell placed in the mooring line just after the point where the upper and lower
mooring chains connected while simultaneously recording output voltages from the load
cell. Three sets of testing for each wave regime were run with the acceptation that the
wave tank (once in steady state) was repeatable for any regular wave regime input. The
motion of the cage was recorded twice, once with the load cell attached in the mooring
line and once without, in an effort to determine if the weight and size of the load cell
affected the response of the cage.
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Table 4.7: Regular wave input parameters for physical scaled model testing.

Regular \ \ avc Regime
(# / Properties)
1
Period
Height
Length
2
Period
Height
Length
Period
3
Height
Length
4
Period
Height
Length
5
Period
Height
Length
6
Period
Height
Length
7
Period
Height
Length

Model Seale

0.75 s
0.08 m
0.6 m
1.0 s
0.14 m
1.06 m
1.5 s
0.16 m
2.42 m
2.0 s
0.13 m
3.05 m
2.5 s
0.20 m
3.43 m
3.0s
0.12 m
3.22 m
3.25 s
0.11 m
3.35 m

IV.6.2 Random Wave Tests
Random wave experiments were also performed on the scaled physical model.
The scaled versions of the same input characteristics to the JONSWAP spectrum as used
with numerical modeling were used to define the spectrums. Two random wave time
series were investigated as used in numerical modeling: an operational random sea and a
large storm sea (see Table 4.8). Numerical modeling replicated these random spectrums
for comparison, but also incorporated each o f these tests with the addition o f applied

currents. Only the non-current random seas could be tested in the wave tank due to
simultaneous current generation and motion recording limitations.
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Table 4.8: Random wave input parameters for physical scaled model testing.

Random W ave
Model Scale
Regime
Significant Wave Height (m) Dominant Period (s)
Operational - no current
0.10
1.67
Storm - no current
0.13
3.06

The full significant wave height for the storm random wave condition could not
be generated in the wave tank with its specified period. For this reason, the maximum
allowable significant wave height of 0.126m was used. It was expected that this
magnitude of change would significantly calm the motion response of the cage, however
the RAO equations are linear and should therefore, theoretically, not be affected.
Each of the random wave spectrums were to be tested for approximately 130
seconds in an effort to capture two full defining wave sets for the specified irregular wave
regime. This duration was found from appropriately scaling the total time length used for
numerical modeling.
IV.6.3 Tow Tests
A total of eight currents were tested in the numerical model (see Table 4.9), and
after scaling these velocities down, the towing capabilities of the tank were utilized.
Each current regime was tested by towing the cage from the endpoint of its bridle lines at
velocities equivalent to the specified current regime. The submersible load cell was
attached to the bottom of a staff that was secured to the side of the tow carriage. Here the
load cell also connected to the bridle line endpoint and outputted tension voltages to the
data acquisition system. To ensure acceptable results, each current regime was tested
with three tows at the appropriate velocity, resulting in a total of 24 experiments.
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Table 4.9: Current velocity input parameters for physical scaled model testing.

Current
Regime (#)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1o\\ Velocity (m/s)
(C arriage Runs)
0.08
0.16
0.24
0.32
0.40
0.448
0.56
0.60

IV.7. Observations
IV.7.1 Regular Wave Tests
When conducting experiments in the Regular Wave Regimes, most tests were
completed with few problems. Lighting often needed to be adjusted in the viewing
window area of the tank for OPIE to properly capture pictures with appropriate contrast
for tracking dots. Also, it should be noted that for each test the cage’s mooring lines
were stretched out to an estimated steady state motion position. Waves often needed to
be run for some time before recording could begin to make sure the cage would not have
more horizontal motion than expected for steady state. Wave regimes 1 through 5 were
captured, all showing the cage to be very stable in each circumstance. Figure 4.8
illustrates a moment during testing of Wave Regime 1.
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Figure 4.8: The physical scaled ASAIM model as subjected to Wave Regime 1.

Wave Regimes 6 and 7, however, created some complications. Due to tank
dimensions, the lengths o f these waves were long enough to create a standing wave effect
once a few full energy waves had passed. For this reason the cage was held in
approximate steady state position on the mooring line while the waves were started until
the first wave reached the cage. The first one to two waves were captured through OPIE
in this fashion, just before these waves began to be reflected back from the tank’s end
wall, creating a standing wave regime. However, a potential problem arises with this
methodology; the first one to two waves may not have been of full wave height and
energy as predicted for the particular wave regime. This is because the hydraulic paddle
could not create the full wave on its first forward motion. In an attempt to avoid this
problem tests were recorded only after the initial full height wave was created. This was
judged purely on visualization, and later discrepancies in surface elevation will most
likely be attributed to these estimates.
Load cell data was easily recorded for each of the wave regimes, but the data
analysis did not prove to be so trivial. Output voltages were inundated with relatively
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large magnitudes of noise. Wave Regime 3 proved to have the most extreme noise to
signal ratio, making recorded maximum voltages hard to distinguish from large noise.
Signals from Wave Regimes 6 and 7 were also dominated by noise as their signals were
weak with very few waves being recorded, thus complicating the process of deciphering a
loading voltage pattern. Although much of this noise was filtered out with data
processing techniques, some error is expected to appear from the remaining noise. For
these reasons, minimum load values could not be found for any of the wave regimes.
IV.7.2 Random Wave Tests
Random waves proved very difficult to capture with OPIE. This was due to the
fact that any random wave set was not repeatable so both the wave follower ball and the
submerged lower horizontal cage rim needed to be recorded at the same time. To
complete this task the camera had to be placed far from the viewing window and above
the waterline with a slight downwards vertical tilt. This allowed for motions of both the
float and lower rims to be recorded. After multiple attempts, appropriate data sets were
captured, but only for a total of 30 seconds each, and only 20 seconds for the random
storm regime with attached load cell. Although the full spectrums were not recorded,
visually, the cage seemed to have a stable response for both sea regimes.
Recoding of load cell voltages also proved troublesome. To accurately analyze
voltage outputs for load RAOs the full spectrum of wave sets needed to be captured. If
only a portion of the waves were captured from the OPIE surface float, then the data
acquisition of the recorded load cell output voltages needed to be perfectly synched with
the OPIE pictures. This was difficult to coordinate for the two random regimes as time
durations were not consistent. For this reason, only maximum tension values were
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analyzed. Load cell data analyses were further complicated by large noise to signal
ratios.
IV.7.3 Tow Tests
Current testing utilized the custom constructed staff to attach the load cell. This
staff had a section cut out of the back allowing for the cable to line up with the back of
the staff and follow it vertically out of the water, thus minimizing disturbance to the
water. Visually this design approach seemed to work well, as little to no additional
disturbance to the water column seemed to be created from the cable.
Recorded runs of the current tests were non-problematic, but caution was needed
for return trips to keep the cage from hitting the staff or load cell as well as preventing
tangling of the bridle lines. Figures 4.9 and 4.10 display these processes.

Figure 4.9: Preparing the scaled model
cage system for current testing.

Figure 4.10: Return trips at slow speeds of 0.10
m/s were necessary for stabilizing the model.
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At lower velocities little water disturbance was noted from neither the cage nor
the staff. Figure 4.11 displays this minimum amount of surface disturbance. However,
velocities of roughly 0.24 m/s and higher created some wake disturbance from the staff
and eddies about the cage’s splash boards and upper horizontal rims, as depicted in
Figure 4.12.

Figure 4.11: Note small eddies at low towing
velocities, virtually no surface disturbance
from staff.

Figure 4.12: Note large wake from staff
followed by moderate eddies from top of
model.

IV.8. Data Processing
IV.8.1 Load Cell Calibration
Calibration of the specified 501b capacity load cell was completed prior to wave
and tow (current) testing, as aforementioned. Knowing the output voltage for a specified
amount of hanging mass, values were converted to Newtons and pounds force. With
these new force to voltage relations, two plots were obtained, and trend lines fitted. From
the equations o f these trend lines, the slopes were noted for future calibration conversions

of raw output voltage data (that is 24.25 for conversion from volts to Newtons and 5.45
for conversion to pounds force). The appropriate calibrations curves, as found from the
two plots are displayed in Figure 4.13.
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50 lb Load Cell Calibration
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Figure 4.13: Calibration curves for the 501b load cell. Equations are used as coefficients for
converting raw output voltage to Newtons or pounds force.

IV.8.2 Regular Wave Tests
Regular wave tests resulted in multiple sets of motion and load data. All motion
data was collected from the OPIE program and opened in MATLAB® as a set of
horizontal and vertical displacements, heave and pitch changes in degrees, as well as
recorded time. Motion data for each wave regime consisted of a wave follower set, a
cage set with no load cell, and finally one cage set with attached load cell. Each data set
was investigated individually, and only the sections of steady state data were kept for
analysis. A separate MATLAB® program was used to analyze each wave regime’s
experimental data set.
First the program loaded in the vertical displacement data of the wave follower
with synchronized time vector for the specified regular wave experiment. This data was
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then used to determine surface elevation of the waves. Next the program loaded in the
vertical and horizontal displacements of the cage (used to find the heave and surge
response of the cage), horizontal change in degrees (pitch response of the cage) and
synchronized time data respectively. All vertical and horizontal displacement data was
then considered to determine the mean data set for each. This is because OPIE follows
two tracking dots, resulting in two separate displacement vectors, which, when averaged,
display the total cage system or wave follower displacements. The next step in the code
was to convert all values to full scale, using the physical scaled models scaling factor of
10, and the size of the calibration circle used in OPIE recordings. Each data set was then
detrended to center the data points about the x-axis. At this point, a plot of each data set
was used to check if functions were working properly and that the data set was
appropriate for future analysis. Figure 4.14 illustrates this data for Wave Regime 1 with
attached load cell. The first of the series of plots displays the heave response of the cage
in meters, followed by the surge response in meters, the pitch of the cage in radians and
finally the surface elevation in meters of the wave for which the cage was subjected to.
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Figure 4.14: Final heave, surge and pitch data from thespecified wave surface elevation of Wave
Regime 1 (for test with attached load cell) before functions to calculatemotion response RAOs were
initiated.

Adjacent MATLAB® functions were next used to find the average amplitude of
each data set. The wave height was found from the amplitude of the surface elevation,
wave slope from the excursion amplitude results, and heave, surge and pitch amplitude
results from their respective displacement or degrees change data sets.
Linear RAO theory was used to process experimental results and then used for
comparison. All values needed to compute motion RAOs were now found, and three of
the four RAOs used to express the first wave regime were calculated. Motion data
analysis of the cage with attached load cell, as subjected to forces of Wave Regime 1, is
displayed in the following Table 4.10. These RAO values correspond to the data in the
above Figure 4.14.
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Table 4.10: Response Amplitude Operators for the cage motion response when subjected to Wave
Regime 1. These motion results are with the load cell attached in the mooring line.

RAO Name / Value
Heave RAO 0.0865
Surge RAO 0.0949
Pitch RAO 0.0565

Upon completion of all motion response RAO calculations for the specified
regular wave experiment, a plot was produced that displays the relations between the
amplitude response and amplitude forcing used for calculating the particular RAO; such a
plot was utilized for inspecting results. An example of this, as produced from wave
testing with the load cell in Wave Regime 1, is displayed below in Figure 4.15. The first
plot illustrates the wave surface elevation in blue and the cage’s heave response in pink.
An RAO of 0.0865 was found for this data, which makes sense as the heave amplitude is
much smaller than that of the surface elevation amplitude, as the graph depicts.
Similarly, this plot can be used to check that the calculated RAO values for both surge
and pitch are acceptable. Motion response RAOs for all other regular wave experiments
were found in a similar manner.
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Figure 4.15: Comparison of appropriate motion responses and wave characteristics to determine the
three motion response RAOs for tank testing with the attached load cell in Wave Regime 1.

Once motion response RAOs were found, data sets with the attached load cell in
each wave regime were analyzed to determine their load response RAO. To calculate
these, a separate program was written to analyze the raw voltage output data from the
load cells.
At the beginning of each tank testing set, for both wave and tow testing, an initial
test was completed with no forces on the load cell. Collected data from these tests
determined an initial offset voltage to be applied to future data sets in the same testing
bracket. For the data set recorded from testing in Wave Regime 1, the zero offset voltage
was found to be -1,08e-03 volts. This value was applied to every individual voltage data
value in the vector.
Next the raw offset voltage data was plotted to determine the area of steady state
voltage recordings. Figure 4.16 illustrates the need for saving only the steady state data.
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It can be noted that the first 500 to 1000 data points are not of the same magnitude as
later values; this was due to the mooring line of the cage stretching out when the waves
first began. Later sections of the data were similar in magnitude as the cage had reached
its steady state position for the particular wave regime.
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Figure 4.16: Raw output voltage data from the submerged load cell during wave tank testing of Wave
Regime 1.

Once the steady state section of the data had been saved the large noise portions
of the data needed to be removed, so as not to skew results. To complete this, multiple
loops were written to delete large outliers for the specified data sets. In this case,
voltages lower than -0.01 volts (as only tension data is acceptable for mooring line
analysis) and voltages in excess of 0.06 volts were neglected from future analyses. This
left a cleaner data set, as displayed in Figure 4.17.
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Figure 4.17: Output voltage data from tank testing with Wave Regime 1 after large noise offsets are
neglected.

Once the voltage data was cleaned and offset, it was next detrended to center
about the x-axis, and a function was called to find the average amplitude of the data set.
The resultant amplitude was outputted at the end of the program, along with the
appropriate voltage amplitudes of load cell wave tests from the six remaining wave
regimes. These voltages were then inputted back into the initial appropriate wave regime
program, where motion RAO values had been determined. Here the voltage amplitude
was multiplied by the appropriate calibration to convert the average output voltage
amplitude value to its average load amplitude in desired unit. This calibration value was
previously calculated when the 501b load cell was calibrated and can be found in Figure
4.13.
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Once this value was found, it was divided by the appropriate surface elevation
amplitude of its respective wave regime test to find the load response RAO. For this test,
the load response RAO was found to be just over 1500 N/m as displayed in Table 4.11.
Along with load RAOs for the specified wave regime, a maximum load was found
for bracketing purposes as well. A minimum load however, could not be assessed due to
large noise in the load cell data.
Table 4.11: Final load values for the regular wave tank testing as subjected to Wave Regime 1.

1
Hr. ult^
Load RAO
Max Tension

c
1
1532.1 N/m
1.684 kN

IV.8.3 Random Wave Tests
Random wave tests, similar to regular wave testing, also resulted in data sets of
motion and load results collected from both OPIE and the submersible load cell
respectively. Two tests for each random wave regime were completed, one with the load
cell attached in the mooring line, and one without. The difference from regular wave
testing came with the realization that no section of random waves was repeatable. Due to
this complication, it was essential that both the wave follower ball and the cage’s motion
were recorded in the exact same time frame. For this reason there was only a single data
set for each test, with and without the load cell attached.
A MATLAB® program was used to read in the appropriate files from the
specified irregular wave regime. Similar to the process used in regular waves, all data
sets were calibrated, scaled and detrended so that they could be used appropriately: the
vertical displacement data of the wave follower was used to determine surface elevation
of the waves; the vertical and horizontal displacements of the cage were used to find the
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heave and surge response of the cage; and the horizontal change in degrees governed the
pitch response of the cage.
A plot of each data set was used to check that functions were working properly
and that the data set was appropriate for future analysis. Figure 4.18 illustrates this data
for the Random Storm Seas without attached load cell. The first of the series of plots
displays surface elevation in meters of the wave for which the cage was subjected to,
followed by the heave response of the cage in meters, the surge response in meters and
fipally the pitch of the cage in radians.
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Figure 4.18: Final heave, surge and pitch data from the specified wave surface elevation of the
Random Storm Wave Regime (for test without attached load cell) before functions to calculate
motion response RAOs were initiated.

Due to the variance of a random sea, a mean value for any given data set was
unattainable. Instead, a linear RAO data trend was found to characterize the data. The
next step in the MATLAB® program analyzed each data set with the use of a Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) function. Applying the FFT to the data set outputted a power
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spectral density, which is a measurement of the energy at various frequencies found
through the use of a specified sampling rate. For these tests, a sampling rate of 30 Hz
was used in all OPIE recordings. The resulting functions for each data set of the random
storm event with attached load cell are illustrated below in Figure 4.19, and their transfer
functions or RAOs are provided in Figure 4.20.
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Figure 4.19: Motion response of the physical scaled model of the cage with respect to frequency as
subjected to the random storm event without attached load cell.
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Figure 4.20: RAOs for the physical scaled model of the cage with respect to frequency as subjected to
the random storm event without attached load cell.

Load RAOs could not be adequately calculated due to the short duration of
recorded load data. Therefore, as with regular wave analyses, a maximum load was
found for bracketing purposes. Similarly, a minimum load was not assessed due to
excessive noise in the load cell data. For physical scaled modeling of the Random Storm
Wave Regime the maximum load was found to be nearly 500 N/m (Table 4.12).
Table 4.12: Load values for the random wave tank testing as subjected to the Storm Condition.

Load Results - Random St<irm \N ave Regime
Max Tension
473.6 N

IV.8.4 Tow Tests
Data received from current testing consisted of voltage response data with respect
to a time series and carriage motion responses with respect to its own time series. The
first step in assessing the raw voltage output data was to incorporate the initial zero
offset. For these experiments an average offset voltage of +8.58e-03 volts was utilized.
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The next step in analyzing this raw data was finding the steady state sections for
both data sets. Voltage data sets had large portions of unusable data as the load cell
configuration was capturing and sending its first signals in an attempt to wirelessly
synchronize time and voltage information with the base computer set. After this initial
start up data was removed, the remaining load cell data was plotted versus synchronized
time.
To obtain appropriately synched time the tank’s LAB VIEW® program outputted
an initial decimal time in seconds, with a corresponding offset from real time for each
data point. With this output the real time difference could be determined by simply
adding the individual offset of each load cell voltage reading to the decimal time counter
before subtracting the primary time offset from each data reading to allow for the time
counter to increase from zero seconds. At this point all the reaming voltage data with
synched time could be plotted as output voltage in volts versus time in seconds to
determine steady state voltage (see Figure 4.21 for example at 0.24 m/s tow velocity).
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O utput V oltage v s. Time a t 0.24 m /s Towing Velocity (Total R uns: 3)
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—• —Run B
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Time (s)

Figure 4.21: Plot of output voltage to determine steady state for each of the three runs at the 0.24 m/s
towing velocity.

From Figure 4.21 it is notable that the voltage output reached a steady state for all
three of the 0.24 m/s experimental runs from roughly 15 to 50 seconds. But this
information alone is not enough to determine if the data set is truly in a steady state. To
determine this, the motion data was time synchronized in the same fashion as the voltage
data, using an initial decimal time and individual time offsets. Unlike the voltage data,
however, there was no large initial portion of unusable data as the carriage motion
program began writing the output file only when the carriage first received an excitation
voltage to commence movement.
With the appropriately synced time set, the motion data could be plotted in a
similar fashion to that of the raw voltage data output (see Figure 4.21). From this graph it
is obvious that the carriage experienced slight ramping up and ramping down effects in
motion as the carriage came up to full speed and slowed to a stop. It can be noted that the
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motion of the carriage reached steady state at approximately three seconds, and dropped
off at roughly 50.5 seconds for each of the three tows. This data was then paired with the
output voltage steady state section found from Figure 4.22. From these two steady state
groupings a time section incorporating both of the steady state regimes, while neglecting
outliers, was kept (in this case 15 to 50 seconds) for use with further data analyses.
Carriage Motion Position vs. Time at 0.24 m/s Towing Velocity (Total Runs: 3)
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Figure 4.22: Plot of carriage motion to determine steady state for each of the three runs at the 0.24
m/s towing velocity.

With both load cell and motion data sets linked through their time
synchronization, and their shared steady state values determined, average voltages were
then determined for the specified steady state section of the load cell data for each of the
three runs. An average value for each of these runs is displayed in Table 4.13. From
these three average steady state voltages, a total average steady state output voltage for
Current Regime 3 (0.24 m/s tow velocity) was found to be 0.245 V.
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Table 4.13: Average voltage output in volts for each of the test runs at 0.24 m/s tow velocities.

C u rrcnt Kcgitnc 3 0.24 m/s
Test Run Average Voltage Output (V)
0.241
A
B
0.249
0.244
C
0.245
Average

Average voltage outputs were then converted to both pound force and Newton
increments through the use of the previously discussed 501b calibration curve. The scale
factor X was then utilized to Froude scale these model scale forces to full scale magnitude
for the specified velocity. Table 4.14 provides the corresponding drag forces subjected to
the cage in tow tests associated with a 0.24 m/s velocity for both model and full scales.
Table 4.14: Average model scale and full scale drag forces subjected to cage system at bridle line
connection with tow testing of Current Regime 3.

Current Regime .3 - Drag Forces
Full Scale
Model Scale
Test Run Newtons Pounds Newtons Pounds
A
5.64
5640
1270
1.27
B
1.31
5830
1310
5.83
C
5.70
1.28
5700
1280
5730
Average
5.73
1.29
1290

Synchronized steady state motion data was further investigated to determine the
average velocity the tow carriage experienced for each of the runs. Although a velocity
of 0.24 m/s was inputted into the program for each of the three test runs, the carriage had
some error as it was pulled across the tank through the use of pulleys and springs,
resulting in a slight galloping motion. For this reason, the position-to-time relation was
used to determine the average velocity. To accomplish this, the section of steady state
motion data was plotted alone for each of the three runs, and a linear trend line was fitted
to the data (Figure 4.23). The slopes of these trendlines were essentially the average
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velocities of each ran, as the graph displays position in meters with respect to
synchronized time in seconds. These average velocity values are displayed in the
following Table 4.15. In a similar fashion to the load cell data, a total average steady
state velocity value could be found for the three combined test runs of the third current
regime.

Steady S tate Carriage Motion Position vs. Time a t 0.24 m/s Towing Velocity (Total Runs: 3)

18

16

—♦—Run A
-* -R u n B
Run C
Linear A:
y= 0.2412x+ 5.4398

.2 14

Linear B:
y = 0.2412x+ 5.6428

12

Linear C:
y=0.241x + 5.5713

10
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Tim e (s)

Figure 4.23: Steady state carriage motion at 0.24 m/s towing velocity, fitted with linear trends.

Table 4.15: Average velocities of tow carriage in m/s for each of the test runs at 0.24 m/s tow
velocities

Current Regime 3 - 0.24 m/s
Test Run Average Velocity (m/s)
A
0.2412
B
0.2412
C
0.2410
0.2411
Average
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With this motion data, average velocities could also be scaled to their respective
full scale model level using the Froude scaling methodology for a scale factor of 10.
Table 4.16 displays these results.
Table 4.16: Average tow carriage velocities, both model and full scale, for tow tests of Current
Regime 3.

C urrent Regime 3 - Velocities (m/s)
Test Run Model Scale Full Scale
0.2412
0.7627
A
0.2412
0.7627
B
0.7621
C
0.2410
0.2411
0.7625
Average

Following this same approach, test values for average output voltages and
corresponding velocity values of both model and full scale were found for the remaining
current regimes. A compilation of these average values was used for displaying the final
results in plots.

IV.9. Results
IV.9.1 Regular Wave Tests
The resulting full scale RAOs for heave surge and pitch are provided in Table
4.17. These RAOs represent the cage system’s motion response when subjected to the
seven outlined physical scaled wave regimes. The table illustrates both sets of results at
each wave regime, one with the load cell attached in the lower mooring chain, and one
without.
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Table 4.17: Motion response for the physical scaled model in each of the regular wave regimes with
and without attached load cell in mooring chain.

Wave No
Regime j
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7

With I Wave Height

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

0.74
0.74
1.26
1.26
1.55
1.55
1.47
1.47
2.12
2.12
1.30
1.30
1.38
1.38

H e(m/m)A°
0.127
0.087
0.172
0.166
0.530
0.529
0.965
0.970
1.033
1.045
0.955
1.008
0.980
0.892

SUS 5m )A°
0.086
0.095
0.154
0.266
0.635
0.682
0.581
0.594
0.514
0.512
1.007
1.013
0.963
0.904

Pitch RAO
(rad / (m/m)
0.041
0.057
0.044
0.069
0.118
0.100
0.119
0.163
0.067
0.099
0.300
0.181
0.241
0.397

From these responses, it was found that Wave Regimes 4 through 7 seemed to
generate a wave dominated system, where the cage closely followed each oncoming
wave with little to no damping or excitation. Contrarily, Wave Regimes 1 and 2 seemed
to be dominated by the cage system, allowing waves to pass over and through while
creating little motion disturbance to the cage. Finally, Wave Regime 3 reached a middle
ground responding to 50% of the actual wave height.
In general, the motion response of the cage system seemed to vary little with the
addition of the weighted submersible load cell in the lower mooring chain. Differences
between the two tests at each regime are displayed in Table 4.18 as percent differences
with respect to the test without the attached load cell. The largest RAO differences were
consistently found in the pitch response of the cage. Heave and surge RAOs fluctuated
with less than 10% for most regimes. Wave Regimes 1 and 2 were the only exceptions,
but no single Wave Regime was largely off for all RAO categories; therefore the
discrepancy can most likely be attributed to OPIE capturing and experimental test errors.
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Table 4.18: Percent difference between motion response of cage with and without attached load cell.

Wave
Regime
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Percent Diffcsrence from No Load Cell
Heave RAO Surge RAO Pitch RAO
o c .i
3.4
0.2

9.3
72.8
7.5
2.2
0.5
0.6
■ 6.2

0.5
1.2
5.6
9.0

38.5
56.6
15.1
36.6
47.9
39.8
64.9

Load RAOs were not investigated for previously stated intricacies; therefore, the
maximum loads reached for each Regular Wave Regime were investigated. Table 4.19
displays these maximum values as recorded from the submersible load cell located in the
lower mooring chain nearest the upper mooring chain connection, after scaling to full
size. Wave Regimes 2 and 3 experienced the largest maximum tension at any given point
during interaction with the specified wave field, reaching magnitudes nearing 2 kN
loading, full scale.
Table 4.19: Full scale maximum lower mooring chain tensions for the regular wave regimes.

Regular
Y\ a \ e Regime
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Maximum Mooring
Line tensions (kN)
1.684
1.921
1.905
0.356
0.119
0.237
0.197

A final consideration for error involves the recording resolution with use of the
OPIE software. All tracking dots were sized to 5mm square. This allowed for a
maximum error of 0.005m in heave or surge calculations at model scale, or 0.05m full
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scale. Pitch resolution, using the same sized tracking dots, could cause an angular offset
between 0.0103 and 0.0216 radians.
IV.9.2 Random Wave Tests
Physical scaled modeling random wave testing results are provided in Figures
4.24 through 4.27 after scaling to the full sized response. Cage motion response RAO
trends are depicted. Monochromatic RAO results from the single frequency regular wave
regimes, both with and without the attached submersible load cell, are also plotted on
appropriate graphs.
Similar to those results from the regular wave testing, the motion response RAO
trends for the Random Storm and Operational Waves seemed to vary little between the
tests with and without the load cells. The variances that are notable at certain frequency
levels are most likely attributed to the lack of recorded OPIE data due to testing
difficulties aforementioned. Because the motion response data was not recorded for the
full duration necessary for capturing all monochromatic waves in the specified random
wave regime, the motion response RAOs (as well as load information) do not accurately
portray the full response of the system in such a regime.
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Figure 4.24: Motion response RAO characterizations for the Random Storm Wave Regime without
load cell, as well as monochromatic wave RAOs at their appropriate frequency.
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Figure 4.25: Motion response RAO characterizations for the Random Storm Wave Regime with
attached load cell, as well as monochromatic wave RAOs at their appropriate frequency.
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Figure 4.26: Motion response RAO characterizations for the Random Operational Wave Regime
without load cell, as well as monochromatic wave RAOs at their appropriate frequency.
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Figure 4.27: Motion response RAO characterizations for the Random Operational Wave Regime
with attached load cell, as well as monochromatic wave RAOs at their appropriate frequency.
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Similar to Regular Wave Regime testing, not load RAOs, but maximum mooring
tensions were investigated. Table 4.20 displays these maximum values as recorded from
the submersible load cell located in the lower mooring chain nearest the upper mooring
chain connection, after scaling to full size. As expected, the Random Storm Wave
Regime reached a maximum tension of a much higher magnitude than that of the
Random Operational Wave Regime.
Table 4.20: Maximum lower mooring chain tensions for the random wave regimes.

Random
\ \ a\ c Regime
Storm Condition
Operational Condition

Maximum Mooring
Line Tension (N)
473.6
246.0

IV.9.3 Tow Tests

Final results of the current testing are provided in the following two graphs.
Figure 4.28 displays average drag force values for each of the current regime’s three runs
as colored data points. All average values found for corresponding velocities of Runs A
are in blue, while Runs B and C are illustrated in green and pink respectively. A line
connects the average drag force for each of the current regimes, based on the three
average values from the separate Runs A, B and C. It can be noted that at model scale,
drag forces reached values of just over 40 N in the highest current regime, of average
velocity 0.64 m/s.
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Physical Model: Drag Force with R e sp e c t to increasin g Velocity (Model Scale)
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Figure 4.28: Average drag forces with respect to average velocities for the eight current regimes, at
model scale.

A second plot (Figure 4.29) displays similar results at the full scale magnitude.
Here only the overall average value for each drag force and velocity are displayed for
each current regime. Once scaled, it is noted that the highest regime of roughly 2.0m/s (4
knots) subjected the bridle line intersection to forces over 40 kN.
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Physical Model: Average Drag Force with R e sp e ct to A verage Velocity (Full Scale)
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Figure 4.29: Full scale average drag forces subjected to the cage’s bridle intersection with
corresponding average velocities for each of the current regimes.
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2.5

CHAPTERV

COMPARISON OF NUMERICAL AND PHYSCIAL SCALED
MODELING RESULTS

V .l. Current Loading Simulations & Tow Testing
Numerical current simulation predictions were compared to equivalent physical
scaled model tow test results. The simplified model described in Chapter III-Section 1.3
was used for a set of numerical current tests to replicate the physical scaled model tow
tests’ experimental setup. This simplified model neglected the upper and lower mooring
chain sections of the mooring line, as well as the buoy chain and buoy floatation. The
point at which the upper bridle extension meets with the pair of lower bridle lines was set
at the same distance beneath the water’s surface as in the physical model’s experimental
setup and fixed from displacement in three directions. The tension was recorded in a
single small element between the bridle line junction and the point of fixed displacement.
This tension is comparable to the individual tensions recorded from each physical tow
test run.
Applying the same currents to the numerical and physical model, and scaling the
physical model results appropriately to full scale, resulted in tensions shown in Figure
5.1. The actual mean drag force results are displayed as points on the graph, with a best
fit curve plotted over them for visual aid. From these results it can be noted that at the
highest current velocity, 2.0 m/s, there is a 23% difference between the two resultant drag
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forces as exerted on the bridle line junction. The physical model predicted a drag force
of roughly 4.1xl04N, while the numerical model produced closer to 5.3x104N.
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Figure 5.1: Physical tow test results versus simplified numerical model current test results.

This discrepancy can most likely be attributed to the fact that in the physical
scaled model tank tests, velocity reduction to some areas of the cage system were present
due to netting and some of the frame’s projected area. To introduce the current
“shadowing” effect, the University of New Hampshire (UNH)-developed graphic user
interface (GUI) program Aqua-FE Editor was utilized. This program allows the user to
apply a reduced velocity to selected elements. Based on preliminary results of Patursson
(2006) the second half of the cage frame components were chosen to experience a 15%
reduction in current velocities. In this way the front half of the cage would experience
100% of the specified current while the back half would only be subjected to 85% of
these current forces. Figure 5.2 illustrates how this partial velocity reduction influenced
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the numerical model predictions of the drag forces on the cage as compared to no
reduction and the physical model tow tank test results.
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Figure 5.2: Numerical model results with current shadowing as compared to physical tow test results
and numerical model full current test results.

It can be noted that the curve fit for the numerical current results with the applied
velocity reduction is much closer to those results found in the physical scaled model tow
tank tests.
Using the current shadowing methodology for comparison, we observe that the
numerical model results over predict the amount of drag force by less than 10%. At the
highest current velocity, the physical scaled model was subjected to roughly 4.1xl04N
(full scale) w hile the numerical m odel w ith velocity reduction predicted closer to

4.55x104N total drag force.
While the numerical model with velocity reduction more accurately predicts the
actual results found from physical scaled model testing, there is still some degree of
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discrepancy. This further discrepancy can be attributed to the simplification with the
application of areas of reduced velocity on the cage system. To more accurately
represent this velocity reduction, further fluid motion testing would need to be completed
on the cage system with more comprehensive fluid interaction programs. Also, some
error in prediction will be added to the numerical model due to the lack of surface effects.
Frictional forces caused from surface effects are not applied in the numerical model,
therefore creating no decline in drag force values. The accuracy of the physical model
scaling methodology is also a potential area of error. Froude scaling utilizes some
assumptions to make scaled experiments possible.

V.2. Regular Waves
Numerical and physical modeling results were compared for regular wave
loading. Table 5.1 displays the final motion response RAOs for heave, surge and pitch of
the two models. The physical model data set represents those recorded without the
attached load cell. Physical and numerical tests proved to have some similarity in the
lowest wave regimes, but differences quickly amplified after Wave Regime 3. The heave
responses of Wave Regimes 4 though 7 depict substantially different motion patterns for
the two models. The physical model followed longer period waves while the numerical
model predicted much less motion, allowing the waves to pass over and through it with
little disturbance.
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Table 5.1: Regular wave motion response comparisons of the numerical model and the physical
scaled model without attached load cell.

Wave
Regime
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Phys
Num
Phys
Num
Phys
Num
Phys
Num
Phys
Num
Phys
Num
Phys
Num

Surface
Elevation
(m)
0.74
0.80
1.26
1.40
1.55
1.63
1.47
1.30
2.12
2.00
1.30
1.20
1.38
1.10

% Diff
7.4
10.1
5.0
13.2
6.2
8.3
25.5

Heave
RAO
(m/m)
0.13
0.05
0.17
0.09
0.53
0.17
0.97
0.22
1.03
0.23
0.96
0.23
0.98
0.25

% Diff

Surge
RAO
(m/m)

% Diff

64.4

0.09
0.04

49.2

46.9
68.4
76.8
77.5
75.8
74.7

0.15
0.09
0.63
0.14
0.58
0.21
0.51
0.19
1.01
0.19
0.96
0.21

39.6
77.7
64.4
62.8
81.0
78.5

Pitch
RAO
(rads/(m/m))
0.04
0.01
0.04
0.04
0.12
0.19
0.12
0-20
0.07
0.37
0.30
0.16
0.24
0.25

% Diff
69.6
2.1
57.7
68.0
445.2
46.8
2.8

Some of these discrepancies can be attributed to resolution of the physical model
optical recording equipment (OPIE) due to the size of the tracking dots (see Chapter IVSection 5 for further discussion) or to the surface simplifications of the numerical model.
However, for most of the wave regimes, the discrepancy in the predicted behavior of the
cage was too large to be attributed to such minor error sources. A final noteworthy
comment is that neither the physical model experiments nor the numerical model
simulations resulted in any form of perceptible resonance.
Table 5.2 illustrates contrasts between the numerical and physical scaled models’
m axim um tensions in the lower m ooring chain at any instance for each Regular W ave

Regime. The maximum loads predicted by numerical and physical models are in better
correspondence to each other as compared to the large discrepancies between the motion
response RAOs for each model. Wave Regime 5 seemed to have the largest discrepancy,
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which is consistent with that of the motion responses. It can also be observed that for the
lower three Wave Regimes the physical model predicted higher maximum tensions than
those of the numerical model, while the latter four regimes exhibit just the opposite.
Table 5.2: Regular wave maximum load comparisons for the numerical model and the physical
scaled model with attached load cell.

Regular
Wave Regime
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Max b 3ad (kN)
Physical Numerical
1.68
1.92
1.91
0.36
0.12
0.24
0.20

0.84
1.48
1.07
0.55
1.13
0.43
0.29

The majority of these discrepancies can most likely be contributed to large signal
to noise ratios in voltage output recordings of the physical scaled model submersible load
cell, as well as the omission of seafloor friction components in the numerical model. For
future deployment predictions, it is satisfactory to size mooring gear for the highest
predicted loading, whether the experimental source numerical or physical model testing.
Assuming the one inch stud link chain used for the full sized model’s upper
mooring chain is of the lowest grade, the proof test for this chain is rated at 41,800 lb.
The break test, however, rates this chain at 59,700 lb. The highest predicted loading of
this component is derived from Wave Regime 2 found in the physical scaled model tests
as 1.92 kN or 431.6 lb. This loading yields a safety factor of 96 for the proof test, which
is acceptable for deploym ent o f the cage system in any area subject to similar w ave

regimes. Note that the lower mooring chain is grossly oversized for loading, and acts
largely for anchor weight purposes.
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V.3. Random Waves
Random Wave Regime motion responses were characterized by RAO trends.
Their patterns, for both numerical model simulations and physical scaled model tests,
were compared. The following Figures 5.3 and 5.4 contrast the two testing
methodologies for the Random Storm Wave Regime. The physical test without the
attached load cell is plotted versus single frequency regular wave RAO motion response
results, and the numerical simulation for the Random Storm Regime without the applied
current is also plotted with respective numerical monochromatic wave results.
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Figure 5.3: Physical motion response RAO characterizations for the Random Storm Wave Regime
without load cell, as well as monochromatic wave RAOs at their appropriate frequency.
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Figure 5.4: Numerical motion response RAOs for the Random Storm Wave Regime (no current).

As expected from the monochromatic wave tests, the numerical model response
showed much less overall motion than that of the physical. However, the pitch response
of the numerical model vastly surpassed that of the physical tests for the frequency of
roughly 0.1 Hz. The heave responses of the two systems showed completely different
patterns while the surge responses were similar in trend but varied with magnitude.
These differences can partially be attributed to the lack of time the physical model
tests were recorded, consequently not analyzing the full random wave. However, the
large magnitude differences for each system cannot be accounted purely from the short
recording duration and equipment resolution. Such a discrepancy in the behavior of the
two similar systems (comparable to those motion response discrepancies between the two
for the monochromatic waves) must be attributed to larger unknown error sources.
These large inconsistencies are reiterated in the Random Operational Regime
results, as displayed in Figures 5.5 and 5.6.
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Figure 5.5: Physical motion response RAO characterizations for the Random Operational Wave
Regime without load cell, as well as monochromatic wave RAOs at their appropriate frequency.
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Figure 5.6: Numerical motion response RAOs for the Random Operational Wave Regime (no
current).
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Contrasts between the maximum tensions in the lower mooring chain at any
instance for each Regular Wave Regime for the numerical and physical scaled models are
illustrated in Table 5.3. The maximum loads show great variance between the two
models. This disagreement can be partially attributed to the short duration of the physical
scaled model test, perhaps not allowing the cage system to reach its steady state, and the
resolution of the recording software. Also, the exclusion of seafloor frictional factors did
not dampen mooring tensions of the numerical model as they would have been in the
physical tank tests.
The major cause for the large difference however, can be attributed to the applied
significant wave heights to the systems. The numerical model used a significant wave
height of 5m to characterize the random storm event, while the physical scaled model
tests, due to tank size, could only produce a maximum significant wave height of 1.26m
(scaled to full size) for the same dominant period. It is expected that this reduction in
wave height would greatly decrease tension values as the surface elevation would also be
greatly reduced. This explains why the maximum tensions in the lower mooring chain
for the numerical model greatly exceeded those of the physical.
Table 5.3: Random wave maximum load comparisons for the numerical model and the physical
scaled model with attached load cell.

Random
Wave Regime

Max Li:>ad (kN)
Physical Numerical

Storm Condition
Operational Condition

0.47
0.25

2.24
0.42

The safety factor of the lower mooring chain can again be checked by selecting
the largest instantaneous loading, 2.2 kN (502 lb), and comparing it to the proof test
previously discussed. The largest snap load, as recorded from the numerical Random
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Storm Wave Regime resulted in a safety factor over 80. Although this value is
significantly less than that found for the Regular Wave Regimes, the lower mooring chain
specified is amply appropriate for deployment in such seas.

V.4. Free Release Tests
V.4.1 Heave Testing
Free release testing was completed in an effort to investigate the discrepancies
between numerical and physical scaled modeling wave test results. Unlike previously
discussed numerical and physical testing analyses, only the heave response of the cage
over its appropriate time series was investigated with free release tests. Free release
heave tests were used to compare the inertial and viscous properties of both the numerical
and physical models.
Physical free release heave tests were completed in the UNH Chase Ocean
Engineering Laboratory. Cage motion response was recorded using UNH’s Optical
Positioning Instrumentation and Evaluation program (OPIE). The cage was held partially
out of the water and vertically released. Half a centimeter squares on the splashboards
were used for tracking dots in the OPIE program. In this fashion vertical, horizontal and
angular displacements were recorded with the use of a calibration circle. A series of
physical scaled model free release tests were completed for repetition, totaling six
individual tests. It is important to note that this methodology for physical free release
testing creates the possibility for potential human error, as the cage may not always have
been completely horizontal when releasing.
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Numerical free release simulations were conducted to match those of the scaled
physical model tests. Because each of the physical free release tests dropped the cage
from slightly varying heights, a separate numerical simulation had to be run to match
each appropriately. Four of the physical free release tests were chosen to be replicated
for numerical free release testing. Table 5.4 displays the initial drop heights, or the
tracking dots’ original height above the water’s surface before the cage was released, at
which each of these tests were conducted. This setup is better illustrated in Figure 5.7.
Table 5.4: Vertical free release testing parameters for both physical and numerical tests.

Vertical Free Release Tests
Physical M odel Numerical M odel jDrop Height
Heave 1
HI
0.997 m
Heave 2
H2
1.580 m
Heave 3
H3
1.350 m
H4
Heave 4
1.462 m
- n/a 1.405 m
Heave 5
1.113m
Heave 6
- n/a-

Drop

Tracking Dots

Figure 5.7: Experimental setup for the heave free release tests of the physical scaled model.

V.4.2 Data Processing
Physical free release tests were analyzed in a similar manner to all previous
testing. Vertical motion response or heave data was recorded with respect to time and
plotted. Figure 5.8 displays the initial results of the six physical free release tests. To
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determine the exact height at which the cage was dropped for each test the difference in
vertical displacement between the highest point prior to dropping and the final steady
state when the cage was resting at the surface was recorded. These drop heights are
displayed in the above Table 5.4.
Physical Free Release Tests (Heave)
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Figure 5.8: Physical scaled modeling free release tests for heave analyses.

Numerical testing was completed to match the drop heights of a selection of the
physical free release tests. With the vertical displacement of the numerical free release
tests, data was plotted together for comparison. The initial portion of the physical model
tests data was removed from each data set as well as excess duration from the numerical
model testing.
V.4.3 Results
The four resulting free release tests that compare the physical scaled modeling
prediction to that of the numerical are displayed in Figures 5.9 through 5.12.
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Figure 5.10: Physical scaled model heave free
release test number 2 and corresponding
numerical heave free release test.

Figure 5.9: Physical scaled model heave free
release test number 1 and corresponding
numerical heave free release test.
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Figure 5.11: Physical scaled model heave free
release test number 3 and corresponding
numerical heave free release test.

Figure 5.12: Physical scaled model heave
free release test number 4 and
corresponding numerical heave free release

In all tests the physical model motion responses displayed more damping than
those of the numerical simulations. This is largely due to the lack of surface tension in
the numerical model methodology. Numerical free release tests resulted in similar
responses, while physical experiments were not so consistent. Physical tests 1 and 3, for
example, dem onstrated unpredicted resp on ses. Physical free release test number 3 has no
initial drop beneath the water’s surface before popping back out of the water and then
settling out. This error was most likely caused by the angle at which the cage was held
when dropped. The cage was probably released with a forward or backward vertical
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pitch so that the front horizontal rim (the location of the tracking dots) balanced with the
offset motion of the rear horizontal rim creating an undesirable free release response.
In addition to the heave damping responses of the two models as the specific cage
system settled to its static state, drop rates were also investigated. It is noticeable in each
of the four free release test comparisons, that the physical model consistently had a
steeper rate of height drop after the initial release. This difference in slope shows that the
numerical system had slightly more inertia, as it took longer to accelerate. A second
interpretation is that the numerical model had less viscosity forces reacting on it as it
oscillated much more than the physical model, with larger amplitudes.

V.5. Sensitivity Analysis
Due to the repetitive discrepancy from free release testing a sensitivity test was
initiated. Both static and dynamic tests were considered for this analysis. Static tests
calculated variances between defining cage parameters, while dynamic tests investigated
potential causes for different responses in the tested wave regimes.
The static investigation involved analyzing the overall mass of each system, the
reserve buoyancy and where the water line was located on each system in resting
position. These were used to calculate the centers of gravity and buoyancy for each
system. The results of these calculations are represented in Table 5.5 as vertical distances
from the bottom of the lower horizontal cage rims. These results showed that while the
locations for both centers were located in the lower vertical portions of the cage, the
physical model centers were slightly higher than those of the numerical model. The
centers are also relatively close to one another in each model. The main discrepancy
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arises between the two centers (gravity and buoyancy) in each individual model. The
numerical center of gravity is lower than its center of buoyancy, keeping the system
balanced, but the physical model’s centers have an adverse effect causing slight
instability in the system as the buoyancy center is located beneath that of gravity. This
reverse could cause the physical scaled model cage system to pitch abnormally in some
dynamic environments. This problem could perhaps account for many of the errors
found in motion response results.
Table 5.5: Locations from bottom of lower horizontal cage rim of center of gravity and buoyancy.

Center of Gravity
Center of Buoyancy

l*h> sieal .Model
l." l in
1.56 m

Numerical Model
1.04 m
1.15m

All dynamic sensitivity tests were completed under Wave Regime 4 loadings,
with properties as displayed in Table 5.6. This analysis allowed for isolation of
parameters in the cage system that may have been creating alterations in motion response.
Table 5.6: Wave properties for the previously specified Wave Regime 4, used with all sensitivity tests
for comparison from numerical to physical modeling results.

Wave Regime 4
Period
6.33 s
Height
1.30 m
Length
30.53 m

The sensitivity analysis involved changes to the numerical model for comparison
to the wave tank tests of the physical scaled model. To eliminate possible areas of error,
a new numerical model was built to replicate the scaled model used for the physical tank
tests. This involved recalculating buoyancies and mass displacements, giving the new
numerical model, or the physical model replica, new densities and volumes for each
element. An initial test was completed with this physical model replica, applying it with
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the same loading conditions as those applied to the physical scaled model for wave tank
testing of Wave Regime 4. The heave amplitude response of this test is displayed in the
following Table 5.7. The results of this test seemed to vary as much from the physical
model test results as the original numerical model had, with a heave RAO of roughly 0.2,
the cage was still not fully following the waves.
To better understand contribution of different factors to the predicted system
response, nine additional sensitivity analysis tests were performed. Each test varied only
one parameter in the numerical model, to see how the specified parameter affected the
system. The heave results of these analyses are displayed in Table 5.7.
Table 5.7: Heave RAO results for the sensitivity analysis between numerical and physical wave
testing.

Sensitivity Analysis - Numerical Model Simulation Results
All sensitivity tests completed for Wave Regime 4
T e st# D escription o f Change
XX
Physical Scaled Model Tank Test Results
1
Precise Replica of Physical Model
2
Increase Bridle Line Stiffness (X10)
3
Max Buoyancy of present system (air in upper and diagonal rims)
4
High Buoyancy - Decrease Density of all rim members (X3 less)
Decrease Bridle Line Stiffness - Highly elastic (X10 less)
5
Increase Netting Solidity - Net Repetitions (X10)
6
7
No Net
8
Decrease Inertial Coefficient (Cm = 0.5) (originally Cm = 1)
Increase Inertial Coefficient (Cm = 1.5) (originally Cm = 1)
9

Heave RAO
0.965
0.206
0.214
0.219
0.233
0.214
0.247
0.157
0.252
0.175

Many of the sensitivity tests resulted as expected. For example, increasing the
netting solidity or decreasing the inertial coefficient of virtual mass from Morrison’s
equation both caused the heave RAO to increase. H owever, upon com pletion o f the

sensitivity analysis, no single factor seemed to play a predominant role in governing the
motion response of the cage system.
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V.6. Conclusions
Predictions for increasing current velocity and tow test results are consistent for
the numerical and physical scaled models. Numerical simulations resulted in less than
10% difference from physical scaled modeling for the highest current regime, proving
that the two models were similar enough to produce accurate predictions.
While the sensitivity analysis provided no conclusive explanation for the large
discrepancies between the wave motion responses of the physical and numerical models,
the analysis is still valuable. Foremost, it is important to note that no analysis tool
predicted serious failures with the specified design for any of the tested wave regimes.
Also, no simulation or experiment showed signs of resonance or large instabilities.
Although the physical model’s relatively high center of gravity may account for some of
the motion response discrepancies, this incongruity produces insufficient error to account
for the significant difference between numerical predictions and physical scaled modeling
results in characterization of some wave regimes.
Conversely to the wave motion response results for the two systems, the resultant
tensions were closer in magnitude. No loading values seemed unrealistic for any
considered wave regime. Maximum load results can be useful in predicting worse case
loading scenarios.
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CHAPTER VI

NUMERICAL MODELING - STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

V I.l. Finite Element Analysis Models
To evaluate the robustness of the AS AIM design, a structural analysis of the cage
frame was performed. This study incorporated the use of the numerical modeling
dynamic analysis results. Instants of maximum loading were investigated for two of the
testing regimes: the 2 m/s current analysis and the irregular storm wave condition.
Two types o f finite element analysis (FEA) models were constructed for this
investigation, one of the entire cage frame, using beam elements, and one of the most
loaded rim section, using shell elements. The beam element models were used to analyze
the cage’s full frame structure, thus completing a Frame Analysis. The results of these
analyses were then utilized for further investigation of a particular rim section of the
cage, that which experienced the largest loading, to complete a Shell Analysis. All of the
FEA models were created in MSC.Marc®, a commercially available FEA software
package licensed at the University of New Hampshire.

VI.2. Mechanical Properties of HDPE
High density polyethylene, or HDPE, is considered to be a viscoelastic material as
it behaves differently dependent upon rates of loading. This means that a gradually
applied load will cause the HDPE to suffer larger deformations than if the same load was
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to be applied quickly. Such an increase in deformation is attributed to the polymer bonds
of the material as they “settle” or “unwind.” Conversely, quick loads reduce this effect as
the bonds do not have adequate time to react. As a result of this time dependence, the
modulus of elasticity can greatly vary depending upon loading rates. (Fredriksson, D., et
al, 2006).
To determine the relevant values of HDPE material parameters, the University of
New Hampshire conducted a study in 2006 investigating the stress-strain relation of an
HDPE specimen when subjected to continuous time-dependent loadings. Through a
series of tests, the study determined a conservative modulus of elasticity value for use
with future finite element analyses at slow loading rates. This value was found to be
Q

6.670 x 10 Pa. The study also found, by means of a sensitivity analysis, that the
Poisson’s ratio had little effect on the material. For yield stress, the published value was
acceptable for use. The material properties of HDPE found in Fredriksson et al (2006)
were used for all structural analyses of the AS AIM cage system. Table 6.1 displays the
chosen parameters.
Table 6.1: Material properties of HDPE pipe used in this study.

Material: II d p i :
Parameter
Value
Modulus of Elasticity 6.67 x 10* Pa
0.42
Poisson’s Ratio
Yield Stress
2.413 x 107 Pa

VI.3. Overall Frame Analysis
VI.3.1 Model Creation
The first set of structural studies involved modeling of the entire AS AIM cage
frame. The geometry of the frame was replicated for this model using beam elements, as
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displayed in Figure 6.1. The model was comprised of 368 nodes and 372 line elements.
Rim and comer sections were assigned their individual material properties of HPDE and
steel respectively, as well as three dimensional elastic beam geometric properties. These
properties are outlined in Table 6.2. Figure 6.1 illustrates the locations of each
component.
Table 6.2: Material and geometric properties for the specified component for frame analyses.

Component

R im Horizontal
R im Diagonal
Comer Horizontal
Comer
Diagonal

Material Propcrtics
Poisson's
Voting’s
{Modulus
10

Cross Sect.
rt a

ieomctric Propel•ties
Moment of
Moment of
Inertia Ixx
Inertia Is s

6.67e+8 Pa

0.42

0.063 m2

1.66e-4 m4

1.66e-4 m4

6.67e+8 Pa

0.42

0.031 m2

4.34e-5 m4

4.34e-5 m4

2.0e+ll Pa

0.30

0.062 m2

1.94e-4 m4

1.94e-4 m4

2.0e+l 1 Pa

0.30

0.031 m2

5.31e-5 m4

5.31e-5 m4

Upper_Rim

Lower_Rim

Diagonal_Rim

Corner*_Horizontal

|Corner_Diag

Figure 6.1: Material assignments to components of beam element comprised frame analysis model.

The overall loading on the frame caused by currents, waves and reaction forces
due to mooring constraints, is extremely complicated. For the purpose of the structural
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analysis, this loading was modeled by two sets of boundary conditions and two load cases
as described in the following sections. The highest observed values of bending and
twisting moments as well as axial force were used in the subsequent detailed analysis of
the “dangerous” rim section.
VI.3.2 Boundary Conditions
VI.3.2.1 Point Load. The first boundary condition utilized a point loading
methodology, applying resultant loads at each of the four comers with bridle line
attachments. The four remaining comers were fixed in the x- y- and z-directions while
allowing for rotation. Figure 6.2 illustrates the location of application for each of these
loads and supports.

Load_Upper_Back

LoacLUpper_Front

F ig u r e 6 .2 : B o u n d a r y c o n d itio n s fo r p o in t lo a d fr a m e a n a ly sis.

The applied loads were determined from Aqua-FE output files (further discussed
in Section 3.3 Load Cases). Resultant bridle line tensions from these previous analyses
were used to asses the stability of the cage frame by means of the frame analysis.
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Tension vectors for each of the four bridle lines were found using nodal displacements
and respective output stresses at a single time step once the model had reached its steady
state. These bridle line tension magnitudes were then applied at their respective comers
in the frame analysis model by means of three dimensional direction components.
VI.3.2.2 Distributed Load. The second boundary condition consisted of a pressure
proportionately distributed across each member. This pressure was determined by
calculating the total resultant force acting on the cage and dividing it by the total length
of exposed elements. Four of the comer nodes were constrained with zero displacement
boundary conditions. One lower and its vertical respective upper comer were fixed in all
directions, while allowing for rotational movements. Two other vertically paired comers
were given fixed displacement conditions in only two directions. The z-direction,
parallel to the back horizontal lower rim, was left free to move, creating a roller
constraint. These two sets of restricted displacement boundary constraints are displayed
in Figure 6.3.
||FixecLDisp

Roller

Figure 6.3: Restricted displacement boundary conditions for the distributed load frame analysis.
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Tension vectors determined from Aqua-FE simulations were again used to
determine the applied load. Individual bridle line tension vectors were combined by
summing their directional components to achieve a resultant tension vector. This vector
was then distributed over the entire frame using a global load as a force per unit length in
respective directions.
VI.3.3 Load Cases
Applied load vectors for each of the boundary conditions resulted from two AquaFE simulations that produced the largest bridle line tensions. The largest current loading
of 2.0 m/s was chosen for the first load case and the Irregular Storm Regime for the
second. Choosing an increment for tension results was straightforward for the current
regime as the cage system eventually reached a steady state position and loading. The
storm loading was extremely irregular with bridle line snap loads varying from 0 N to
nearly 38 kN tensions. The time instant corresponding to the maximum total tension in
the bridle lines was selected. Tables 6.3 and 6.4 provide the chosen tension vector
components for each applied load case of the point load and distributed load analyses.
Table 6.3: Input loading vector components for the point load frame analyses.

I»()INT LOAD ANALYSES
Loading Vector Components (kN)
Load C use
\ - component v- component / - component
Current - 2.0 m/s
-22.2
0.20
6.31
Lower Back
Lower Front
0.25
-6.18
-22.5
Upper Back
-6.90
-1.67
1.94
Upper Front
-6.95
-1.66
-1.89
Random Storm with Current - 1.5 m/s
Lower Back
10.2
-37.1
-0.98
-10.1
Lower Front
-37.5
-0.92
Upper Back
3.40
-12.3
-3.50
Upper Front
-12.4
-3.40
-3.50
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Table 6.4: Input loading vector components for the distributed load frame analyses.

DISTRI BUTED LOAD ANALYSES
Loading Vector C omponents (N)
Load C ase
\-com p on en t > -component z-com ponent
1. Current - 2 .0 m/s
Global Load / Unit Length
-68.7
4.25
-1.40e3
2. Random Storm with Current - 1 . 5 m/s
Global Load / Unit Length
-2.12e2
-2.37e3
0.96

VI.3.4 Results
The results of the simulations were processed to determine the single beam
element which experienced the maximum loading. For all of the structural analyses it
was assumed that the steel comer fittings were over-designed for the model; subsequently
it was expected that the HPDE rim sections would fail first.
Since the total bending moment is expected to be the largest forcing contribution
to the elements with the frame analysis design constraints, the results were analyzed to
find the HDPE rim element with the largest total bending moment. This was done by
calculating the magnitude of the xx- and yy-moment contributions. Through this
methodology, each frame analysis was investigated to determine the model’s single rim
element with the largest loading.
Results showed that the same element of the upper most section of the front right
diagonal rim member experienced the highest bending moments for both the point load
analyses. For the distributed load two separate elements, both in the front lower
horizontal rim, were found to experience the largest total bending moment for each
analysis.
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Once the HDPE rim elements with the largest bending moments were identified
their resulting total bending moment, torsional moment and axial force were recorded for
the detailed testing. These results are depicted in Table 6.5.
Table 6.5: Point and distributed frame analysis results for applied current and storm loadings.

Total Bending
Loud
Torsional
C’a.sc
.Moment (k.Vm) Moment (kV m )
Point Load: Diagonal Rim
1.26
-0.07
1. Current
2. Storm
-0.22
3.87
Distributed Load: Horizontal Rim
1. Current
6.11
-0.15
2. Storm
9.90
-0.20

Axial
Force (kN)

-0.33
1.07
8.70
29.2

As expected, the largest loadings were generated in the random storm conditions
due to oversized snap loads in the bridle lines. Total bending moments, as well as axial
forcings, were larger in the distributed load analyses than those of the point loads. The
axial forces were significantly larger in magnitude than those found from the point load
analyses. This is due to the position of the pipe sections. The horizontal rims are nearly
parallel to the direction of fluid flow, or loading vector, so the largest forcing would
expectedly be in the same direction, in this case the axial direction. In the point load
cases, forces were for the most part not directed along the diagonal rim axis, but instead
large forces were pulling out and down on the area nearest to the upper rims, producing
large bending moments.
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VI.4. Detailed Rim Section Analysis Using Shell Elements
VI.4.1 Model Creation
To asses the structural integrity of the cage frame it was assumed that the over
design of the steel comer fittings would cause sections of the HDPE rim to fail first.
Following this assumption, a portion of the specified HDPE rim and steel sleeve fitting
was modeled for analysis using quadratic shell elements in MSC.Marc Mentat®.
A 0.125m long section of the steel fitting was modeled with a 0.875m section of
HDPE pipe; thus keeping the entire length of the model 1 meter, allowing later moment
calculations to remain trivial. The said model comprised of 1020 nodes and 1000
elements. Shell elements were equally spaced over the entire portion of the model, but
areas o f predicted failure were further subdivided for accuracy. The HDPE and steel
sections of the model were assigned their individual properties as appropriate. Table 6.6
outlines these isotropic properties. The FEA mesh, illustrating the boundary of the steel
sleeve fitting and the specified HDPE rim portion, is displayed in Figure 6.4.
Table 6.6: Material and geometric properties for the specified component for shell analyses.

Component

Rim - Horizontal
Rim - Diagonal
Comer - Horizontal
Comer - Diagonal

Material Properties
^ oung's
Poisson's

6.67e+8
6.67e+8
2.0e+ll
2.0e+ll

0.42
0.42
0.30
0.30

Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa

Geometric Properties
Thickness

0.025 m2
0.018 m2
0.032 m2
0.025 m2
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Figure 6.4: Material assignments to components of shell analysis model.

Results of the previous frame analyses were utilized in these shell element models
to determine loadings for failure.
VI.4.2 Boundary Conditions
Rigid body motion of the shell analysis model was constrained through a single
boundary condition. All nodes at the uppermost steel circumference were fixed from
movement or rotation in all directions. Figure 6.5 illustrates this condition, labeled as
“FixedD isp.”
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Tot_Bend_Force

Torsionall

Torsianal2

Tarsional4

Figure 6.5: Boundary conditions for shell analyses.

Loading to the model was obtained from the frame analysis. Results for the total
bending moment, torsional moment and axial force were recorded in a single beam
element. Replicating this loading in the detailed model requires separate boundary
conditions for each loading component. All loads were applied to the lowest
circumference of nodes in the HDPE rim section. To obtain bending moments, point
forces were applied to the twenty nodes comprising the lowest nodal circumference in a
direction perpendicular to the axis of the rim. Torsional moments were modeled by
applying point forces to four equally spaced nodes along the lowest nodal circumference
in a clockwise direction normal to the surface. Finally, axial forces were applied over all
of the twenty nodes at the lowest circumference in the y-direction, parallel to the rim
axis. These boundary conditions noted in Figure 6.5 are easier identified in Figure 6.6.
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T o t_ B e n d _ F o rc e

T o r s io n a ll

T o r s io n a l3

T o r G io n a l4

Figure 6.6: Close-up of lower boundary conditions utilized for loading.

VI.4.3 Load Cases
The loading for each choice of the boundary conditions described in Section 4.2
was determined from the four frame analysis simulations (Table 6.5 defines these
results). Two possible failure mechanisms, material failure and localized buckling of a
pipe, were investigated. The corresponding load cases are as follows.
VI.4.3.1 Stress Analysis to Predict Material Failure. A set of eight simulations
used frame analysis results to find areas of highest stress concentrations and the largest
Von Mises stress generated from the specified loading. A second set investigated the
loadings that produce localized buckling and failure of the rim components.
The first four shell analysis simulations utilized the resultant total bending
moments found from each of the four frame analyses. The bending moments from Table
6.5 were solely applied to the shell model specified (whether diagonal or horizontal rim
section) as a distribution of forces over a set of nodes that would achieve the overall total
bending moment desired. The loading was applied with the use of a linear time ramp,
allowing the load to steadily increase over a total duration of one second before reaching
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its full capacity. Applying the total load over a steadily increasing time step allows the
material to react with its maximum deformation for the individual load. Each simulation
was then run as a nonlinear large strain procedure. This created the spreading of stresses
to adjacent elements once localized buckling failure occurred.
The next four simulations distributed the appropriate torsional moments and axial
forces to the previously specified nodes along with their respective total bending
moment. All loads were applied with the same linear time step so that at the simulation’s
final iteration, all loads would have reached their full magnitude. Table 6.7 displays the
labels used for each of these simulations.
Table 6.7: Shell analysis simulations from results of frame analysis tests.
S h e ll A n a ly s is S im u la tio n s (8 to ta l)

Loadings

Ramped

Ramped Bending,
Torsional & Axial

1. Point Load (Diagonal Rim)
1. Current
1.1.bend
2. Storm
I.2.bend
II. Distributed Load (Horizontal Rim)
1. Current
II. 1.bend
2. Storm
II. 2.bend

1.1.all

1.2.all
II. 1.all
II.2.all

VIA.3.2 Loadcases to Predict Localized Buckling. The final set of simulations
investigated the loadings that provoked buckling in the specified HDPE dimension. To
determine the point at which failure occurs, it was assumed that once roughly half the
circumference reached the yield stress value of 2.413 x 107 Pa, the material would begin
to fail. Using this methodology for failing, a total of five tests were completed for both
the horizontal and diagonal rim sections.
The first failure test applied a bending moment to the given HDPE rim section to
find the exact loading for which the rim began to display signs of localized buckling.
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The second test applied all three of the results from the current analysis each at a factor
100 times their original values, all with the ramped loading. The third test was completed
in the same fashion, but applied the load results from the storm analysis. The fourth and
fifth simulations applied the resultant torsional moments and axial force as initial loads at
their full magnitude. A bending moment was then applied as a ramped load. These five
tests were repeated for the results of the second HDPE rim of larger diameter. Table 6.8
displays the labels used for each of these failure loading simulations.
Table 6.8: Shell analysis simulations to depict failure.

Shell Analysis Failure Simulations (10 total)
Failure L a d in g s

Ramped Bending,
Torsional & A xia l

1. Point Load (Diagonal Rim)
1. Current
I.fail, bend
2. Storm
- n/a II. Distributed Load (Horizontal Rim)
1. Current
II.fail.bend
2. Storm
- n/a -

Ramped Bending,
In itia l Torsional & A xia l

L1a.fail.all
l.2a.fail.all

L1b.fail.all
l.2b.fail.all

ll.1a.fail.all
ll.2a.fail.all

11.1b. fail, all
II.2b.fail.all

VI.4.4 Results
The first set of simulations utilized frame analysis test results. The Von Mises
stress was investigated on the outermost layer of the shell. The largest stress value found
for this layer is displayed for each simulation in Table 6.9.
Table 6.9: Shell analysis test results.

Rim Member

Simulation

Diagonal
Diagonal
Diagonal
Diagonal
Horizontal
Horizontal
Horizontal
Horizontal

1.1.bend
I.2.bend
1.1.all
I.2.all
II. 1.bend
II. 2.bend
II. 1.all
II.2.all

Maximum (Generated

2.187e+06
6.771e+06
2.218e+06
6.785e+06
5.653e+06
9.220e+06
6.051e+06
1.033e+07
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In all of the simulations, largest stresses were produced from storm conditions;
this was expected since large snap loadings in the bridle line created forces of significant
magnitudes. Similarly, larger bending moments from the distributed frame analyses
applied to the horizontal rim sections generated larger stress areas than those from most
of the diagonal simulations.
It is also noticeable that applying the torsional moment and axial force in addition
to the bending moment produces insignificant increases in the magnitude of stress areas
in the layer. For all the diagonal member tests the increase was less than a 1.5%, while
the horizontal member stress results increased by closer to 10%. Looking back at loading
values from Table 6.5, torsional moment values were very similar between the two rims;
however, axial forces applied to the horizontal rim far trumped those to the diagonal rim.
Although the horizontal rim is larger and thicker than the diagonal rim, this superior axial
loading made significant differences in final results.
For the two sets of worst case loading scenarios, the largest Von Mises stress,
1.033e+07 Pa, occurred in the horizontal rim shell with applied storm distributed loading
conditions. This value is more than two times smaller than the published yield stress
value of HDPE, 2.413e+07 Pa. Figure 6.7 illustrates the deformed horizontal rim for this
loading scenario.
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1 .2 9 6 e + 0 7
1 .1 6 9 e + 0 7
1 .0 4 2 e + 0 7
9 . x47e+06
7 .8 7 5 e + 0 6

6 . 603e+Q 6

5 . 331e+0b
4 .0 5 8 e + 0 6
2 .7 8 b e + Q 6
1 .5 1 4 e + 0 6
2 . 415e+05

Figure 6.7: Slightly exaggerated view of horizontal rim’s deformed shape with storm distributed
loading conditions. Color bar illustrates Von Mises Stress values in the outer layer.

The second set of shell analysis simulations involved increased loadings to obtain
localized buckling, as a mode of pipe failure. Table 6.10 displays the final moments and
forces that generated localized buckling. Buckling was assumed to occur as half a nodal
circumference reached the yield stress.
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Table 6.10: Shell analysis failure results.
/. Point Load - 1. Current, 2. Storm

Diagonal Rim

Bending Moment

Torsional Moment
PailnrA flrkl-ml

Axial Force
Failure [kNl

I.fail.bend
l.la.fail.al!
L1b.fail.all
l.2a.fail.all
1.2b.fail.all

Failiira rkM*ml
17.17
16.50
16.92
17.74
17.12

-0.95

-4.26

-1.01

4.90

MINIMUM FAIL

16.50

-0.95

-4.26

II. Distnbuted Load -1 . Current 2. Storm

Horizontal Rim

Bending Moment
Failure {kN ml

II.fail.bend
ll.1a.fail.all
ll.1b.fail.all
II.2a.fail.all
II.2b.fail.all

43.08
52.59
44.80
45.35
45.08

MINIMUM FAIL
TOTAL MINIMUM

43.08
16.50

Torsional Moment
Failure {kN ml

Axial Force
Failure {kNl

-1.26

74.88

-0.94

133.93

-0.94
-0.94

74.88
-4.26

It can be seen from these results that the addition of a torsional moment and axial
forcing at times reduced the bending moment needed for failure, but not in all cases. The
results seem to prove that the total applied bending moment is the dominant loading case
being the largest contributing factor to potential localized buckling.
The minimum bending loading at which failure to the diagonal rim was initiated
occurred in simulation I. la.fail.all with a bending moment of 16.50 kN-m. Although this
value occurred with simultaneously applied torsional moment and axial force, the
bending moment from bending only simulation (I.fail.bend) was not significantly less.
Figure 6.8 illustrates this model just after localized buckling occurs. The HDPE rim
seem s to bulge on one side as it is stretched away from its attachment to the steel fitting

on the opposite side.
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I 2 . 622e+07
„

2 . 364e+07
2 .1 0 6 e + 0 7
1 . 848e+07
1 . 590e+07
1 .3 3 3 e + 0 7
1 . 075e+07
8 . 169e+06
5 . 591e+06
3.013e+06
4 .3 40e+ 0 5

Figure 6.8: Diagonal rim member subjected to a ramped bending moment just after failing.

Another noteworthy outcome is that the bending failure results for simulations
with torsional moment and axial force applied as ramped loadings are also very similar to
those applied instantaneously as initial loads. There is no noticeable variation in any of
the simulations; thus further implying that the dominant factor in these tests is the
magnitude of the applied bending moment.
Upon completion of all failure testing it was found that the diagonal and
horizontal rims should sustain a total bending moment of 16.5 kN-m and 43.0 kN-m
respectively before localized buckling, causing failure to the element, would occur.
Each rim member with the largest applied bending moment was then studied for
safety factor comparisons. Both the diagonal and horizontal rims’ maximum bending
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moments occurred in simulations with storm applied conditions (as found in Section 3.4
Results). By comparing these values (provided in Table 6.11), values for the factor of
safety were calculated.
Safety factors were further utilized as it was important to make sure that while the
rim member being analyzed did not fail, the other components of the cage frame were
also not failing. For example, if the diagonal rim member was being tested for localized
buckling under a specified loading condition it was necessary to investigate the maximum
bending moments occurring in the alternate rim member, in this case the worst loaded
horizontal rim member, to ensure no member was failing under the same loading. These
moments are displayed in Table 6.11. With these values, safety factors were calculated
for both rim members in the two worst loading scenarios. The results for all safety
factors are shown in Table 6.12.
Table 6.11: Maximum applied bending moments for both rim members.

R im
Member

Max Applied
Bending
Moment

Diagonal

3.874 kN-m

Horizontal

9.902 kN-m

Simulation

Point Load Storm Conditions
Distributed Load
- Storm
Conditions

Alternate
Rim
Member

Max Applied
Bending Moment in
Alternate Rim
Member

Horizontal

2.901 kN-m

Diagonal

3.477 kN-m

Table 6.12: Safety factors for each member’s maximum applied bending moment, as well as their
alternate rim’s safety factor for the same simulation.

Rim Member

Diagonal
Horizontal

Safety Factor
r.£3«s
4
4

Alternate Rim Member
Safety Factor
Horizontal -14
Diagonal - 4
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Safety factors show that in both worst case loading scenarios, the respective rim
member reached 25% of its failure loading. The alternate rim member in both cases did
not exhibit a lower safety factor.
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CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSION

The cage dynamics and structural integrity of the ASAIM fish cage system were
examined in this study. The cage design was tested with monochromatic waves, random
seas and increasing current regimes. Motion responses of the system as well as
associated mooring loadings were determined for each of the regimes. These loadings
were than utilized to further explore the structural integrity of the ASAIM cage’s HDPE
rigid frame design.
The model utilized for all numerical dynamic testing was developed in graphical
user interface software package MSC.Mentat®; various wave and current regimes were
then applied through the University of New Hampshire’s FEA program Aqua-FE. A
scaled physical model was then used to investigate cage dynamics and respective forcings
when subjected to the corresponding wave and current regimes applied in the University
of New Hampshire’s wave/tow tank. Results from these models were then compared to
predict potential motion and loading responses for the ASAIM cage system design when
deployed at potential sites. The results of these tests were further used for investigating
the cage frame’s structural integrity to determine safety factors for HDPE rim sections.
Although some discrepancies were found between the two dynamic modeling
methodologies, tests proved that the ASAIM cage system will be able to withstand
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environmental conditions similar to those evaluated in the simulations and experiments.
As designed, the cage appropriately submerged during testing with extreme events.
Numerical and physical scaled models showed largest discrepancies between
dynamic responses for some testing wave regimes. The physical scaled model seemed to
predominantly follow the waves while the numerical model allowed waves to pass over
and through the cage’s uppermost portions. Free release testing proved that the
numerical model had some combination of a higher inertia, as the model took longer to
accelerate, and a lower viscosity effect, as the model oscillated more with larger
amplitudes. Even with these discrepancies, however, the estimates from the testing are
useful as they help to bracket potential responses of the cage system. No test resulted in a
display of resonance, furthering the conclusion that the ASAIM cage system is sound for
deployment at sites experiencing similar environmental loading conditions to those
tested. Maximum tensions found for each loading scenario of the two dynamic models
were much closer in magnitude, even with the varying responsiveness, and no predicted
tension, from either model, was above the breaking strength.
A maximum mooring tension of nearly 2.3 kN was found as the worst case
loading from numerical and physical wave testing results with no applied currents.
Current results, as expected, produced mooring line tensions of much higher magnitudes.
At the largest current velocity of 4.0 m/s, the numerical model predicted mooring
tensions of nearly 45.5 kN, less than 10% more than the physical scaled model’s
experimental results. This error of less than 10% is acceptable, as the numerical model
over-predicts potential tensions for specified current regimes.
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The structural modeling analysis utilized forcing results from numerical dynamic
random sea analyses as they slightly trumped those of the physical scaled model tests. A
series of simulations examined both diagonal and horizontal rim sections of the cage
frame that were experiencing the largest loadings. From these simulations a safety factor
of four was found for the worst loading scenario. Although four is a much lower factor
of safety than usually sought, these large forces were the result of a single immense snap
loading to the bridle lines during the random sea storm event with additional current, thus
assumedly far over-predicting forces for typical storm loadings.
This study concludes that the ASAIM cage system is appropriate for deployment
at any variety of sites for which similar environmental parameters to those tested would
be experienced. This conclusion is based on the fact that none of the tools used in this
analysis predict failure with this design.
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APPENDIX - Physical Scaled Modeling:
Wave/Current Test Results

0.08 m/s
Output Voltage vs. Time at 0.08 m/s Towing Velocity (Total Runs: 3)

Steady State Carriage Motion Position vs. Time at 0.08 m/s Towing Velocity (Total Runs: 3)

Output Voltage vs. Time at 0.16 m/s Towing Velocity (Total Runs: 3)

Steady State Carriage Motion Position vs. Time at 0.16 m/s Towing Velocity (Total Runs: 3)
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50
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0.32 m/s
Output Voltage vs. time at 0.32 m/s Towing Velocity (Total Runs: 3)

Steady State Carriage Motion Position vs. Time at 0.32 m/s Towing Velocity (Total Runs: 3)
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Output Voltage vs. Time at 0.40 m/s Towing Velocity (Total Runs: 3)

Steady State Carriage Motion Position vs. Time at 0.40 m/s Towing Velocity (Total Runs: 3)
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Output Voltage vs. Time at 0.48 m/s Towing Velocity (Total Runs: 3)
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0.56 m/s
Steady State Carriage Motion Position vs. Time at 0.66 m/s Towing Velocity (Total Runs: 3)

Output Voltage vs. Time at 0.66 m/s Towing Velocity (Total Runs: 3)
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0.60 m/s
Steady State Carriage Motion Position vs. Time at 0.60 m/s Towing Velocity (Total Runs: 3)

Output Voltage vs. Time at 0.60 m/s Towing Velocity (Total Runs: 3)
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